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ABSTRACT 

 

Thermoelectric generators are a reliable solid-state energy conversion technology. 

Furthermore, flexible thermoelectric generators are especially of interest due to their potential 

to power flexible electronics and sensors using body heat or other ambient heat sources. This 

research focuses on developing flexible, bismuth telluride thin films utilizing a low-cost and 

scalable wet chemistry method. An overview of current alternative small energy sources 

demonstrates the need for flexible thermoelectric generators. Thin films fabricated from 

bismuth telluride nanocrystals exhibited a peak power factor of 0.35 mW/m∙K2
 at 433 K, 

which is among the highest reported values for flexible thermoelectric films. In addition, the 

change in electrical resistance was 23% after 1000 bending cycles.  

Nuclear energy is a large scale energy alternative to fossil fuels which generate 

minimal environmental emissions. However, the thermal conductivity of nuclear fuel is 

necessary due to its impact on fuel temperature, the resulting reactor performance, and safety 

considerations. This research works to overcome this problem by utilizing an in-pile thermal 

conductivity measurement in order to determine the thermal conductivity under prototypic 

conditions over a range of burnup. A multilayer quadrupoles analytic model is developed to 

describe the transient thermal interactions between a line heat source and nuclear fuel for in-

pile thermal conductivity measurements. The analytic model was verified using a finite 

element analysis. Ultimately, the analytic model was used to perform parameter and 

sensitivity studies to explore the viability of accurately measuring the sample thermal 

conductivity under various measurement conditions. The analytic model was then compared 

to experimental measurements of polytetrafluoroethylene and stainless steel 304, which 

showed good agreement. Using the analytic model, optimization of the needle probe was then 

performed in order to improve the accuracy of thermal conductivity measurements for UO2 

related to the fuel diameters, various probe diameters, and thermal contact resistance. The 

standard equation for data reduction using the slope to determine the thermal conductivity is 

not capable of measuring samples with prototypic diameters. However, the validated analytic 

model provides the foundation to elucidate a better understanding of in-pile thermal 

conductivity measurements in samples with a diameter as low as 10 mm.  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Energy Landscape in the United States 

There are many energy challenges currently being faced in the United States. 

According to the Department of Energy’s Quadrennial Technology Review, energy 

technologies in the United States must consider security of supply, cost, environmental 

impacts, reliability, land and material use
1
. Currently, 82% of the primary energy usage is 

supplied by fossil fuels
1
. However, it is known that fossil fuels, such as coal and natural gas, 

produce the largest amount of carbon dioxide. In 2016, the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration reported that energy consumption through fossil fuels produced 76% of the 

total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, which also resulted in 94% of the total carbon 

dioxide emissions in the country (Figure 1.1)
2
.  
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Figure 1.1: U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by gas, 2016
2
 

As more and more concern grows, related to the environmental impacts of fossil fuels, 

long-term sustainability must also be considered. Another challenge is reducing the amount of 

energy loss.  

Figure 1.2 illustrates the various energy resources, the conversion into fuels and 

electricity, and the different sectors that use energy. The transportation sector uses about 28% 

of the U.S.’s energy, the industry sector uses 25%, and the commercial sector uses 9%. Since 

the energy conversion process is not 100% efficient, approximately 40% of the total energy is 

turned into usable energy while the remaining 60% is rejected energy. One solution to 

improving the energy efficiency is the utilization of waste heat recovery and thermal storage.    
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Figure 1.2: U.S. energy resource distribution
1
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1.2 Overview of Existing Energy Sources: Small Scale Energy Sources  

As wearable devices, medical instrumentation, and other portable electronics continue 

to gain popularity, it is necessary to realize the current energy consumption challenges. 

Energy usage in the United States is currently in excess of 20 GW, which is 5% to 10% of the 

national electricity budget. Furthermore, energy consumption has doubled in five recent 

years
3
.  

 With the advancement of wearable devices and sensors, even more data will need to 

be stored in data centers. Currently, the average data center consumes approximately 25,000 

households’ worth of energy
4
. The most important factor, which is limiting the performance 

of data centers, is the need for 50% to 100% additional energy for cooling
3
.  Based on the 

present growth trends, the energy usage for data centers and electronics could reach one third 

of the total U.S. consumption by 2025. In fact, the amount of equivalent CO2 emissions 

generated from data centers is roughly equivalent to 5 million cars
5
.  

 Therefore, it is necessary to consider both low-energy computer devices as well as 

better heat dissipation. This section will evaluate several small scale energy sources.    

Lithium-Ion Polymer Battery 

Most small scale energy devices use conventional power sources such as lithium-ion 

polymer batteries. Since most devices have a longer lifespan than lithium-ion polymer 

batteries, occasional replacement or recharging is necessary.  

In addition, some small scale energy devices require placement on irregularly curved 

surfaces. Utilizing a rigid lithium-ion polymer battery makes it difficult to achieve a fully 

flush fit between the device and the curved surface. As a result, the thickness and rigidity of 

lithium-ion polymer batteries limits the possible device designs.  

Lithium-ion polymer batteries have been selected as the main power source for such 

devices due to their energy density of 2880 J/cm
3
, versatility, and reliability

6
. Lithium-ion 

polymer batteries also use a solid electrolyte for producing power which can result in minimal 

battery leakage compared to alternative liquid batteries
7
. As of now, lithium-ion polymer 

batteries have proven to be the mainstay; however other alternatives such as piezoelectric, 
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electromagnetic, electrostatic, and thermoelectric power sources are currently being 

researched.  

Piezoelectric Power Source 

 The piezoelectric effect is when an electrical voltage is created that is proportional to 

the mechanical strain the material undergoes, as seen in Figure 1.3. This effect can be used to 

convert mechanical motion to electrical energy. Roundy et al. demonstrated that a 1cm
3
 

piezoelectric power source can produce 200 μW
6
. Since mechanical strain in the material is 

necessary to create the piezoelectric effect, this means the device must be placed in higher 

force areas. The placement of the power source determines how much power will be 

produced. Placing the piezoelectric generator on an object that cannot produce high forces 

frequently will result in a lack of electrical energy
8
. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Piezoelectric generator
9
 

Electromagnetic Power Source 

Electromagnetic generators are comprised of a coil of tightly wrapped wires that move 

through a magnetic field, which generates a voltage. The amount of voltage generated 

depends on the strength of the magnetic flux between the coil and magnetic field. 

Electromagnetic generators use the magnetic induction principle in order to convert the 

mechanical vibrations between a coil and magnet to produce electrical energy
10, 11

. 

Electromagnetic power sources have the ability to produce 46 μW, this translates into a 307 

μW/m
3
 maximum power density

12
. The basic design principle of electromagnetic generators 
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is to have the magnet or coil move relative to the other, however, there are several types of 

designs. Figure 1.4 shows an electromagnetic generator that utilizes a cantilever type design.  

 

Figure 1.4: Electromagnetic generator
13

  

Electrostatic Power Source 

 Electrostatic generators convert mechanical vibrations into electrical energy by using a 

transducer that moves against an electrical field. The energy is then harvested based on the 

charging of capacitor plates. A voltage across the capacitor occurs when vibrations or any 

other mechanical motion separates the plates of the charged capacitor. This voltage can then 

be used for different applications. A power density of 58 μW/cm
3
 has been reported by 

Paracha et. al.
14

. Figure 1.5 shows a honeycomb-type capacitor design to convert the 

mechanical energy into electrical energy
15

.  
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Figure 1.5: Two types of electrostatic generators: (left) variable-capacitance-type capacitor and (right) 

variable-gap parallel-plate capacitor
15

 

 Pizeoelectric, electromagnetic, and electrostatic power sources are all examples of 

small scale energy harvesters. However, these energy harvesters require continual mechanical 

vibrations in order to create a steady source of electrical energy. Consequently, if the desired 

location for placing a small scale energy harvester does not offer any consistent movement, 

the generator required to power the device will no longer work. Therefore, capacitors are 

incorporated into the final design to help provide a permanent, steady supply of electrical 

energy to the devices
16, 17

.  

 Developing a power source that can provide a continual supply of energy without the 

requirement of movement allows for more placement options. Development of a 

thermoelectric generator that can produce power in the µW range would increase and advance 

power source options for the energy harvesting field.   

Thermoelectric Generators 

 Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) make for an ideal power source due to their ability 

to produce power without the need for mechanical vibrations. Most of the previously 

discussed power sources depended on some kind of movement or exertion of force to generate 

the necessary electrical energy. Thermoelectric (TE) materials use the Seebeck effect to 

convert thermal energy into electrical energy. When a temperature gradient is applied across a 

semiconductor or conductor material, a voltage is generated, also referred to as the Seebeck 

voltage
18-21

. Figure 1.6 shows two materials, such as a metal and semiconductor, which have 

formed a junction to create a TEG. The junction is formed between a high electrically 
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conductive metal, such as silver, and the two TE materials. This allows the TE materials to be 

connected electrically in series but thermally in parallel. Placing the TE materials in parallel 

allows for the Seebeck effect to be utilized. The Seebeck effect occurs when the electrical 

charge carriers travel from the hot side to the cold side. At the hot side, there is increased 

thermal energy and the charge carrier energy increases while the charge carrier energy at the 

cold side decreases. In order to reach equilibrium, the charge carriers diffuse from the hot side 

to the cold side, thus creating a potential difference. This electrochemical potential is referred 

to as the Seebeck voltage and it occurs as a result of the thermal gradient. Therefore, when a 

small temperature gradient is applied, the Seebeck voltage is directly proportional to the 

temperature difference. 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic of TEG
22

  

The prior mentioned alternative energy sources utilized rigid designs, making it 

limiting and difficult to use for flexible devices. Recently, utilizing thin film TEGs have 

gained interest as a potential power solution. The fabrication of flexible TEGs allows for the 

device to be applied to irregularly curved surfaces and still provide power to the device
23

. 

TEGs have the ability to produce power in the µW to mW range
23, 24

. For instance, a TEG has 

been shown to produce 100 µW to 150 µW for a person who has a lower metabolic rate. 

However, with increased physical activity, a typical TEG can produce between 500 µW to 

700 µW
25

.  
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 In addition to using TEGs for various waste heat applications, utilizing TEGs on the 

human body provides an opportunity for small scale energy harvesters to recover the waste 

body heat. The largest temperature gradient within the human body is between the skin and 

the air next to it. Wearable devices use the temperature gradient created between the heat of 

the human skin and the relative cold room temperature. For such wearable sensors, it is 

possible to achieve a temperature gradient greater than 10
o
C

26, 27
. Thus converting human 

waste heat into electricity may be used to power small devices in addition to advancing the 

energy harvesting field.  

 In order for flexible TEGs to be a more mainstream alternative power source for 

devices, the TEG must have an optimized efficiency. TEGs are comprised of two different TE 

materials, an n-type and a p-type. Therefore, creating an optimized TEG requires that highly 

efficient TE materials are used. High efficiency TE materials must exhibit a high Seebeck 

coefficient and electrical conductivity and low thermal conductivity. This study will focus on 

the transport properties of TE films.  

1.3 Overview of Existing Energy Sources: Large Scale Energy Sources  

Fossil Fuels 

Energy sources that are deemed “fossil fuels” consist of coal, natural gas, and 

petroleum. These are nonrenewable energy sources since they do not form or replenish in a 

short period of time. Most fossil fuels use various types of turbines to generate electricity and 

continue to be the largest source of energy for electricity generation in the U.S.
28

. For more 

than 100 years, fossil fuels have provided more than 80% of the electricity for the U.S.
29

.  

In 2017, natural gas was the largest source used for U.S. electricity generation, which 

made up about 32% of the energy used
28

. Natural gas uses steam turbines and gas turbines to 

convert the burning of natural gas to electricity. The U.S. has been the largest gas producer in 

the world since 2009 and is expected to increase production in the next five years
29, 30

.  

Coal is the next largest energy source for the U.S., making up about 30% of the energy 

used in 2017
28

. Most coal-fired power plants use steam turbines, while fewer plants use gas 

turbines. As of 2016, the world produced approximately 6.5 billion tons of coal
31

.  
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Petroleum made up less than 1% of U.S. electricity in 2017
28

. Depending on the type 

of petroleum, steam turbines, diesel-engine generators, or gas turbines will be used for 

electricity generation. Petroleum is the main source of energy consumption for transportation, 

homes, businesses, and industries
32

. Consumption of petroleum has increased in each of the 

past four years
32

. The U.S. has been the top producer of petroleum since 2013
33

.  

The burning of all forms of fossil fuels result in the emission of CO2 from carbon that 

had previously been sequestered underground. There is more and more concern about the 

environmental impacts of using coal as an energy source. In 2015, coal consumption in the 

U.S. dropped by 13%
29

. The U.S. Energy Information Administration expects the percentage 

of fossil fuel usage to decline to 76.6% by 2040
29

. In addition, this projection could 

significantly change based on policy changes and technological advancements. Figure 1.7 

shows the projected energy usage for the U.S.
29

. 

 

Figure 1.7: Annual energy consumption in the U.S.
29

 

Solar 

 There are several types of solar energy. The main types of energy sources are 

photovoltaic and solar-thermal. Photovoltaic solar energy converts the sunlight directly into 

electricity using photovoltaic cells. Solar-thermal power systems use steam turbines to 

convert sunlight into electricity. In 2017, solar energy provided about 1% of the electricity in 

the U.S. or 4.58 GW
28

. From 2020 to 2050, it is expected that solar photovoltaic capacity will 
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grow by 127 GW, as can be seen in Figure 1.8
34

. In addition, technological advancements in 

storage systems are working on providing several hours of storage and to supply electricity at 

peak demand times
34

.  

 

Figure 1.8: Projected electricity generating capacity additions and retirements
34

 

Nuclear 

 Unlike solar energy, nuclear energy continuously produces electricity regardless of 

external environmental factors such as cloud coverage. Furthermore, nuclear power plants can 

be located in any region, while solar energy needs to be deployed in optimal locations in order 

to maximize power output.  

Nuclear energy converts a nuclear chain reaction to electricity by producing a desired 

amount of heat. Most nuclear power plants use a relatively rare type of uranium, U-235, due 

to the atoms relative ease of splitting apart
35

. Nuclear reactors depend upon large cooling 

towers in order to transfer heat from the reactor core to the steam turbines and also to remove 

surplus heat from the steam circuit. In 2017, nuclear energy provided about 20% of the 

electricity to the U.S.
28

. The Nuclear Energy Institute reports that nuclear energy produces 

62% of all emission-free electricity in the U.S.   

Nuclear energy has been a significant part of global electricity generation due to the 

high energy density and long asset lifetime and reliability. In addition, nuclear reactors 

contribute to the security of electricity while generating minimal environmental emissions 
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such as greenhouse gasses
36

. It is predicted that oil, coal, and gas will be depleted in 35, 107, 

and 37 years, respectively. Furthermore, coal reserves will be available up until 2112, making 

this the only remaining fossil fuel after 2042
37

. Meanwhile, the Nuclear Energy Agency has 

estimated the world’s uranium resources to run nuclear reactors for approximately 230 

years
38

. 

One concern that is especially related to my research is the need for a stable grid in 

order for nuclear energy to be a larger producer of the U.S. energy needs. Currently, the 

electric grid consists of a series of networks that are defined by geography. This means if one 

place is experiencing failure, the surrounding system is dependent— which may lead to a 

cascade of the entire system failing. Since nuclear energy relies on the production of heat by 

using a nuclear chain reaction, the temperature of the nuclear material remains hot for a very 

long time. Therefore, if the electric grid suddenly shuts off and back-up generators are not 

working, the nuclear plant will continue to produce heat due to the radioactive decay that was 

generated
39

. Thus, a more stable grid must be implemented before nuclear energy can be more 

widely used.  

 The excess heat that nuclear power plants produce also presents the possibility for 

thermal energy storage. In some cases, the heat produced by the nuclear plant may exceed the 

grid demand. In this case, heat storage should be considered as a way to store the energy to be 

used during peak energy demand times.  

 In order for nuclear energy to be considered a more primary energy source, there 

needs to be a better understanding of nuclear fuel. Thermal properties of nuclear materials aid 

in the proper design, testing, and application of new fuels, and structural materials of nuclear 

reactors
40

. During irradiation, the physical structure and chemical composition of nuclear 

fuels changes based on time and the location within the rod. Currently, there is minimal 

thermal property data available for such fuels. In addition, this information is necessary to 

develop the simulation design codes of next generation reactors.  

Post-irradiation examinations are used to determine the thermal conductivity of 

nuclear fuels
41

.  This is a costly technique that only provides a time-frame by time-frame 

understanding of the fuel’s thermal conductivity. This approach also risks damaging the fuel 

each time it is taken in and out of the reactor for thermal conductivity testing. This study will 
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focus on the development of an in-situ technique to measure the thermal conductivity of 

nuclear fuels.  
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF TRANSPORT PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS AND 

MODELING METHODS 

2.1 Characterization Methods for Transport Property Measurements of Thermoelectric 

Materials 

In order to determine the efficiency of TE materials, the dimensionless figure of merit 

(Equation 2-1) is used.  

𝑍𝑇 =
𝛼2𝜎

𝜅
𝑇  [2-1] 

where α, σ, κ, and T are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, 

and absolute temperature, respectively
42, 43

. Many studies focus on measuring the power 

factor, α
2
σ, due to the difficulty to accurately measure the thermal conductivity of thin film 

TE materials.  

The figure of merit is an important equation that provides a way to compare the 

material’s overall TE properties. Maximizing the figure of merit indicates that the material 

has the ability to efficiently produce TE power. TEGs that utilize TE materials with a low 

figure of merit will be less efficient. In order to maximize the figure of merit of a TE material, 

the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity must be large while the thermal 

conductivity is minimized
44

. A low thermal conductivity is able to maintain a large 

temperature gradient while minimizing heat flow from the hot and cold side. The electrical 

conductivity needs to be high in order to efficiently conduct electrical current. It is also 

important the Joule heating is minimized, which can affect the thermal conductivity. Materials 

that have a large Seebeck coefficient will generate a large Seebeck voltage when a 

temperature gradient is present.  

It is difficult to maximize the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient while 

minimizing the thermal conductivity. This is because these material properties are a result of 

the material’s electronic structure and the scattering of charge carriers, which make it difficult 

to isolate and independently control one property
45

.    
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Seebeck Coefficient 

The Seebeck coefficient is a thermoelectric property that is independent of sample 

dimension. Equation 2-2 shows that the Seebeck coefficient requires a temperature gradient to 

be applied while the induced voltage is measured.  

𝑆 = −
𝑉

∆𝑇
 [2-2] 

where V and ΔT are the voltage induced by the sample and the temperature difference 

between two points, respectively.  

In order to measure the in-plane Seebeck coefficient, a temperature gradient needs to 

be applied across the surface of the sample. This is typically achieved by suspending the 

sample across two isothermal blocks, as shown in Figure 2.1.  Generally, a large copper block 

is used as the heat sink while a strain gage or cartridge heater serves as the heat source
46, 47

. 

While the sample maintains a steady temperature gradient, the sample will begin to generate a 

voltage. The voltage is measured using two electrical probes while thermocouples are placed 

at the same location to determine the magnitude of the temperature difference.  A negative 

Seebeck coefficient indicates an n-type material while a positive Seebeck coefficient indicates 

a p-type material.  

 

Figure 2.1: In-plane differential Seebeck measurement set-up
48

 

 The differential Seebeck measurement approach is the most common method that 

applies a small thermal gradient along the sample. Multiple data points with varying 

temperature differences are collected. The linear slope of the voltage v. temperature gradient 

results in the Seebeck coefficient. Waiting for thermal equilibrium will result in improved 
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accuracy and high linearity. Achieving good thermal contact can also affect the accuracy of 

the results. This can be difficult for many thin and thick films without damaging the film 

surface.  

Electrical Conductivity 

This section will discuss two main measurement methods used to characterize the 

electrical conductivity of thin and thick film materials.  

Linear Four-Point Probe  

The linear four-point probe method is the most common characterization approach to 

determine the electrical conductivity of thin and thick films
47

. A constant current source is 

applied to the two outer electrodes while the floating potential is measured along the two 

inner electrodes. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the collinear four-point probes that are 

equally spaced on the sample surface.  

 

Figure 2.2: Linear four-point probe measurement set-up
47

 

Equation 2-3 can be used if the film sample size is larger than the probe spacing and 

the film thickness is less than half the probe spacing.  

𝜎 =
𝑙𝑛2

𝜋𝑑

𝐼

𝑉
 [2-3] 

where d, I, and V are the probe spacing distance, current, and voltage, respectively
47, 

49
. This formula is based on the sample geometry and probe spacing.  

The diameter of the probe, boundaries, and film thickness are other constraints that 

must be taken into consideration. For the probe distance, the diameter of the probe must be 

small. Furthermore, the boundary between the probes and sample surface need to be small and 
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hemispherical. In certain film thickness and small sample size cases, a correction factor must 

be applied
50-52

.  

Van der Pauw  

The van der Pauw method is an alternative electrical conductivity measurement that 

can be used for film samples of an arbitrary shape
47

. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the van 

der Pauw method where the probe placement is at the corner of the samples. However, for 

samples of an arbitrary shape, the probes are placed along the perimeter of the sample.  

 

Figure 2.3: Van der Pauw measurement set-up
47

 

Obtaining good electrical contact is necessary to achieve accurate results. This can be 

accomplished by placing indium at each probe tip or depositing metal contact by sputtering 

deposition. It is important that the size of the contacts are smaller than the sample size, the 

sample is homogeneous, and the sample thickness is uniform
53

.  

The van der Pauw method consists of two resistance measurements
54

. A constant 

current is applied between probes 1 and 2 (Figure 2.3) while the voltage is measured between 

probes 3 and 4 for the first measurement. The first resistance is calculated using Ohm’s law: 

R12,34=V34/I12. For the second resistance measurement, the constant current is applied between 

probes 2 and 3 while the voltage is measured between probes 1 and 4. Using these two 

resistance measurements, the sample sheet resistance Rs is calculated with equation 2-4.  

𝑒−𝜋∙𝑅12,34/𝑅𝑠 + 𝑒−𝜋∙𝑅23,14/𝑅𝑠 = 1 [2-4] 

where R12,34 is the resistance when current is passed through probes 1 and 2 and the 

voltage is measured through probes 3 and 4.  
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After the sheet resistance has been calculated, the in-plane electrical conductivity of 

the thin film is calculated using equation 2-5.  

𝜎 =
1

(𝑅𝑠∙𝐿)
 [2-5] 

where L and Rs are the sample thickness and sheet resistance, respectively.  

Measurement of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity are typically 

straight forward and can be measured using either a custom set-up or a commercial 

instrument
55-58

. On the other hand, thermal conductivity measurements are the most difficult 

property to accurately determine. There are many losses that must be accounted for, such as 

convection, radiation, power loss, and thermal contacts. In addition, thermoelectric films may 

exhibit anisotropic thermal conductivity depending on the fabrication method. In this study, 

the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity measurements were performed in-plane. 

As a result, it was necessary to determine the in-plane thermal conductivity. However, many 

in-plane measurement methods require thicker films, no substrates, or a high in-plane thermal 

conductivity. The next section discusses several thermal conductivity measurement methods 

used for thin films.  

Thermal Conductivity 

Steady-State  

 The steady-state method measures the thermal resistance of a sample. This can be 

done by measuring the temperature difference across the sample when a temperature gradient 

is created by a powered heater
59

. Equation 2-6 shows the calculation for the thermal 

conductivity k of the sample.  

𝑘 =
𝑃

Δ𝑇
∙
𝐿

𝐴
  [2-6] 

where P, ΔT, L, and A are the power supplied to the heater, temperature difference, length 

between the thermocouples, and cross-sectional area of the sample.  

 The main difficulty associated with this method is the ability to accurately determine 

the amount of power going through the sample. There are many power losses that are difficult 

to account for, such as radiation, heat conduction, and convection. As a result, the power input 

does not always equal the power flowing through the sample. Although it is extremely 
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difficult to completely eliminate all heat losses, it is possible to try and minimize the overall 

loss. One way to do that is by performing the experiments in a vacuum chamber with a 

radiation shield to reduce the convection and radiation losses. Typically, calibration samples 

are measured in order to account for the total heat losses.  

Parallel Thermal Conductance 

 The parallel thermal conductance method is a variation of the steady state technique
58, 

60
. The measurement is performed in a cryostat vacuum chamber with a radiation shield 

placed around the sample. This helps to minimize the convection and radiation losses. 

Supplying power to a strain gage heater is used to create the required temperature gradient.  

 The thermocouples are placed a predetermined distance by using a plastic sample 

holder typically made using a polyimide substrate. Selecting a substrate with a low thermal 

conductivity helps to support the strain gage heater and thermocouples without transferring 

too much heat from the hot side to the cold side. A baseline thermal conductance 

measurement is initially taken in order to account for all background thermal conduction 

losses. The thermal conductance is calculated using equation 2-7.  

𝐶 =
𝐼2𝑅

∆𝑇
   [2-7] 

where I, R, and ΔT are the current supplied to the heater, the resistance of the heater, and the 

temperature difference between the two thermocouples. From there the baseline thermal 

conductance is measured, the sample is attached with silver paste to create a good thermal 

contact, and the total thermal conductance is measured (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of total thermal conductance measurement set-up
48

 

To determine the thermal conductance of just the sample, the baseline thermal 

conductance is subtracted from the total thermal conductance. After input of the sample’s 

cross-sectional area and the length between the thermocouples, equation 2-8 is used to 

determine the in-plane thermal conductivity of the sample.  

𝑘 = (𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) ∙
𝐿

𝐴
  [2-8] 

where Ctotal, Cbaseline, L and A are the total thermal conductance, baseline thermal conductance, 

distance between the thermocouples, and sample cross-sectional area, respectively.  

 The simple sample preparation and measurement set-up requirement makes the 

parallel thermal conductance method the desired method to try initially. However, it should be 

noted that it can be more difficult to accurately measure supported films due to the heat loss 

through the substrate. In addition, the difficulties discussed for the steady-state method 

applies to the parallel thermal conductance method.  

Variable-Linewidth 3ω 

 It can be very difficult to measure suspended thin films due to the fragility of the film. 

Rather than try to create suspended films, the variable line-width 3ω method can be used to 

measure supported films
61

. This method requires one wide thin metallic 3ω heater and one 

narrow thin metallic 3ω heater to be deposited onto the sample surface (Figure 2.5). The metal 

heaters are used as temperature sensors based on the temperature-dependent change in 

electrical resistance. The narrow heater creates a thermal resistance that is sensitive to the in-
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plane (kx) thermal conductivity while the wide heater provides a uniform distribution of heat 

through the cross-plane (kz) thermal conductivity.  

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of variable-linewidth 3ω method
48

 

 An AC current with a modulation frequency ω is passed through the heater strip. This 

causes the heating power and temperature oscillation with a frequency of 2ω to be generated 

within the sample. Due to the temperature coefficient of electrical resistance of the heater, the 

temperature oscillation results in the change of the heater resistance with a frequency of 2ω. 

Once the current and heater resistance has been determined, the voltage with a frequency of 

3ω can be calculated
62, 63

. The temperature response of the heater is measured using equation 

2-9.  

𝑇2𝜔 =
2𝑉3𝜔

𝑇𝐶𝑅∙𝑉1𝜔
  [2-9] 

where V3ω, TCR, and V1ω  is the 3ω voltage, temperature coefficient of electrical resistance, 

and the amplitude of the voltage applied across the heater, respectively. Accurate 

measurement of the sample requires a calibration to be performed to determine the 

temperature coefficient of electrical resistance.  

 This method requires a more complicated measurement set-up than the parallel 

thermal conductance method; however the use of the 3ω heaters can better confine the heating 

region. This helps to reduce the radiation losses. However, there are still heat losses through 

the substrate, making the variable-linewidth 3ω in-plane thermal conductivity measurement 

method less sensitive than alternate suspended methods.  

Transient Thermoreflectance 

The transient thermoreflectance method is ideal for measuring the cross-plane thermal 

conductivity using an optical approach, although it is possible to perform in-plane thermal 
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conductivity measurements. This method utilizes a laser system that sends a known laser 

pulse to heat the sample. These are short optical heating pulses, which have a diameter of 

approximately 20 µm. By pulsing for only a few picoseconds, the heat travels to a minimum 

depth of 20 nm. This prevents lateral spreading of the heat or any substrate effects. The power 

of the pulsing laser is known and the change in surface temperature is measured using a 

probing laser. It is important to increase the signal-to-noise ratio; this can be done by 

displaying the reflected laser on a two-channel fast photodiode. The entire set-up is shown in 

Figure 2.6
64

.  

 

Figure 2.6: Transient thermoreflectance method
64

  

The temperature is determined based on the temperature dependence of the reflectivity using 

equation 2-10.  

1

𝑟

𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝑇
  [2-10] 

where r and T are the reflectivity and temperature of the sample surface, respectively. 

Typically, 10
-7

 is the limit of systems
64, 65

. A metal coating can be applied to the sample in 

order to improve surface heating.  
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 The transient thermoreflectance method is ideal for cross-plane thermal conductivity 

measurements, but can be more difficult in obtaining an accurate in-plane thermal 

conductivity value.  

 As can be seen, it is difficult to measure the thermal conductivity of thick and thin 

films. Therefore, the power factor of flexible TE films is usually published rather than the 

figure of merit.  

2.2 Characterization Methods for Thermal Conductivity of Nuclear Materials 

There are a variety of methods that can be used for measuring the thermal conductivity 

of nuclear materials. The process of measuring the thermal conductivity of nuclear fuels out-

of-pile is less challenging. However, measuring nuclear fuels in-pile requires measurement 

methods that can withstand a high temperature and high radiation environment. This section 

discusses several thermal conductivity measurements, ranging from the bulk thermal 

conductivity to the local thermal conductivity.  

Steady State Method 

The steady state method can also be used to determine the thermal conductivity of 

nuclear materials. This method was previously discussed in Section 2.1.  

 In order to measure nuclear materials using the steady state method, a heater with a 

constant power must be applied to the material. In addition, it is important to know the exact 

distance between the thermocouples to accurately determine the temperature gradient. The 

main difficulty associated with this method is being able to account for power losses such as 

radiation, heat conduction, convection, and thermal contact resistance.    

Time-Domain Thermoreflectance 

 Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) is another pump-probe optical method that 

can measure the thermal conductivity. This technique is very similar to the transient 

thermoreflectance method. A pump pulse is used to heat the sample, however, now a time-

delayed probe pulse is used to measure the temperature
66-69

. Figure 2.7 shows the typical 

experimental set-up.  
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Figure 2.7: Time-domain thermoreflectance method
66

  

The pump pulse heats up the sample at a small location. The optical path length from 

the laser source to the sample is kept constant throughout the experiment. The optical path 

length for the probe pulse is altered using a mechanical delay stage in order to ensure that 

there is a time delay between the pump and probe. A detector is used to determine the 

reflection coefficient based on the time delay relative to the pump pulse. The strength of the 

signal depends on the excitation and the amount of probe light that overlapped with the 

excited region. Traditional pump-and-probe techniques make it very difficult for this to be 

achieved since a small misalignment with the optics could completely change the location of 

the probe laser on the same surface. Overall, one of the biggest challenges associated with the 

TDTR technique is having a strong enough signal-to-noise ratio to accurately determine the 

thermal conductivity.  

Laser Flash Analysis 

 Laser flash analysis (LFA) uses a laser to supply a uniform pulse of heat that is a 

relatively short duration compared to the amount of time the heat travels through the sample. 

The light pulse is absorbed by the front surface of the sample and a temperature rise occurs 

throughout the sample. The temperature of the rear face of the sample is recorded
70, 71

. From 

there, equation 2-11 can be used to determine the thermal diffusivity.  

𝛼 = 0.48𝐿2/𝜋2𝑡1/2   [2-11] 
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where L and t are the length of the sample and time, respectively. Once the thermal diffusivity 

and sample density is determined, equation 2-12 is used to calculate the thermal conductivity.  

𝑘 = 𝛼𝜌𝑐𝑝  [2-12] 

Where k, α, ρ, and cp are the thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, density, and specific 

heat, respectively. Figure 2.8 shows a commercial LFA instrument. One of the issues with this 

technique is trying to measure reflective samples. Samples that have a high reflectivity do not 

absorb enough of the laser to sufficiently heat the sample. As a result, there is a minimal 

temperature rise detected on the rear surface of the sample.  

 

Figure 2.8: Linseis LFA 1000
72

  

Scanning Thermal Microscope  

 The scanning thermal microscope (SThM) technique can be used to determine the 

thermal conductivity and other thermal properties locally. This is done by bringing a sharp 

temperature-sensing tip close to the sample’s surface, as shown in Figure 2.9
73

. When the tip 

is brought into contact with the solid sample’s surface, localized heat transfer occurs, thus 

changing the temperature of the tip. The tip is heated by passing an electrical current through 

the tip, thus causing Joule heating.  
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Figure 2.9: Scanning thermal microscope method
73

  

The steady state heat transfer between the tip and sample can be modelled using a 

thermal resistance network, as shown in Figure 2.10. This thermal resistance network uses 

three temperatures, the temperature of the probe Ttip, the temperature of the sample’s surface 

Ts, and the temperature of the sample bulk T∞. Rc is the thermal contact resistance between the 

tip and sample and Rs is the thermal resistance through the sample.  

 

Figure 2.10: Resistor network of scanning thermal microscope method 

The tip’s temperature coefficient of resistance is known. This is used to relate the tip’s 

temperature based on the electrical resistance measurement. A model or a calibration curve 
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that uses reference samples with known thermal conductivities can be used in order to 

determine the sample’s thermal conductivity.    

 This is an ideal measurement method for samples that have nanoscale features, such as 

carbon nanotubes. Rather than focus on the global thermal conductivity values of a sample, 

the local thermal conductivity values are determined.  

Transient Needle Probe 

 The transient needle probe method utilizes a line heat source that is embedded into the 

sample in order to determine the thermal conductivity, as shown in Figure 2.11. The probe 

consists of a heater and a thermocouple. When the sample is at thermal equilibrium, constant 

power is supplied to the heater and the thermocouple records the sample’s temperature 

response
40, 74-77

.  

 

Figure 2.11: Schematic of needle probe measurement
40

  

From there, the thermal conductivity is calculated from the transient temperature rise 

of the sample based on the linear slope of the temperature versus natural logarithm of time 

and equation 2-13.  

𝑘 =
𝐶𝑄

4𝜋𝐿𝑆
  [2-13] 

where k, C, Q, L, and S are the thermal conductivity, calibration factor, power dissipated by 

the heater, heater length, and slope of the linear portion of the transient response. Since this is 

a transient method, the accuracy of the thermal conductivity is dependent on the linearity of 

the slope. 

 In order to perform in-pile measurements, the needle probe must be able to withstand a 

high temperature and high radiation environment. Commercially-available thermocouples 
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drift due to high temperature degradation (above 1100
o
C). The Idaho National Laboratory 

(INL) has developed a High Temperature Irradiation Resistant Thermocouple (HTIR-TC) 

which consists of commercially-available doped molybdenum paired with a niobium alloy
77

. 

HTIR-TCs have demonstrated long duration performance and long-term testing at 1200
o
C to 

1800
o
C temperatures for up to 6 months. While Type K and N thermocouples drifted by over 

100
o
C or 8%, INL’s HTIR-TCs demonstrated a much smaller drift of 20

o
C or 2%

77
. As a 

result, INL has developed a custom needle probe utilizing a HTIR-TC.   

This method is based on the theory of an infinite line heat source embedded within a 

semi-infinite solid. However, nuclear samples have a radius of 5 mm. Therefore, for the semi-

infinite solid assumption to remain true, the heat from the probe cannot travel all the way to 

the outer surface of the nuclear sample. Otherwise, boundary effects begin to reduce the 

accuracy in the thermal conductivity measurements.  

Initial experiments indicate that the heat begins to reach the outer surface within 20 

seconds. This creates an issue since the accuracy of thermal conductivity measurements rely 

on the linearity of the transient response. Typically, the longer the heater is powered, the more 

linear the transient response will be. With the limitation of 20 seconds, it is necessary to gain 

a better understanding of the needle probe’s sensitivity to various parameters. This study will 

focus on understanding the needle probe parameters that influence the accuracy of the thermal 

conductivity. 

2.3 Modelling the Needle Probe Method 

In order to better understand the influence of various needle probe parameters, a 

model must be created. This section will include a literature review and the development of 

the model.  

Literature Review  

 The needle probe measurement method consists of a line heat source. In order to 

create an analytical model, the problem must be defined and the assumptions must be 

identified.  

The purpose of the model is to compare the results to experimental results. The 

experimental set-up will consist of the needle probe inserted into the centerline of a 
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cylindrical sample with a radius of 5 mm. Thermal grease may be applied at times to 

minimize the thermal contact resistance between the probe and sample. Figure 2.12 shows a 

schematic of the needle probe, thermal cement, and sample.  

 

Figure 2.12: Schematic of needle probe-thermal cement-sample system 

It is desired to calculate the thermal conductivity of the sample material. It is assumed 

that the heat flow will be transient and one-dimensional in the radial direction. The boundary 

conditions are a constant heat flux at the centerline and a known temperature at the outer 

surface. The initial condition is that everything is at thermal equilibrium when time is at 0 

seconds.  

A literature review was performed to determine if models have already been 

developed for this 1-D radial, transient heat problem. It was found that ground heat 

exchangers from the geoscience field apply closely to this problem. The ground heat 

exchanger has excess heat that it is trying to dissipate into the soil. Since ground heat 

exchangers are cylindrical pipes, these can be thought of as the needle probe. The soil is 

essentially the nuclear sample. In some cases, backfill is used to provide good thermal contact 

between the pipe and soil, which is similar to the thermal grease.  

Ground heat exchangers are designed to be used for several decades. Therefore, a lot 

of literature works to develop the change in temperature for much longer times. Some of the 

shortest time responses that were modelled were a number of days or a few minutes
78-80

. 

Other models only focus on the temperature distribution of just the probe or just the thermal 
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cement
81-83

. Overall, most publications addressed the difficulty of solving this problem due to 

the transient restriction and complexity of the boundary conditions. As a result, they turned to 

finite difference and numerical solutions
78, 80, 84

. 

There was one publication, written by Gu, that modelled the same situation and 

boundary conditions as this dissertation study
85

. The purpose of this publication was to 

develop a dimensionless solution for a constant cylindrical heat source for a medium 

composed of backfill and soil. The basic heat conduction equation was put into non-

dimensional form. The orthogonal expansion technique consisting of eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions was used to solve for the temperature distribution. Bandyopadhyay et al state 

that Gu’s approach has experienced disagreement in the community of heat conduction 

researchers
86-88

.  

Time was spent during this dissertation study in developing Gu’s model using 

MATLAB. I found Gu’s approach to be troublesome and to have errors. Bandyopadhyay also 

developed a MATLAB program and found “Gu and O’Neal’s approach problematic”
86

. As a 

result, an alternative approach using the thermal quadrupoles method was used for this study.  

Quadrupoles Method 

 The thermal quadrupoles method is an exact explicit method that represents a linear 

system. This method can be used to determine the temperature field in multilayered materials 

using direct solutions to the heat diffusion equation. Essentially, 2x2 matrices are used to 

relate the transform of temperature and flux on one surface of a medium to the other surface
89

. 

In order to use this method, the temperature and flux are converted into a Laplace transform 

into the transient 1-D case. The formulation using the thermal quadrupoles method for a 

double layer, 1-D, transient, plane wall case will first be presented. From there, the 

quadrupoles method will be applied to a double layer, 1-D, transient, cylinder.  

 The temperature field in a double layer, opaque, isotropic, homogeneous plane wall 

that is 1-D in the z direction is derived from the heat equation with a constant heat source at 

the inner surface (Figure 2.13). In addition, there is a thermal contact resistance between the 

two material layers and convection on the outer surface of layer 2.  
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of double layer, opaque, isotropic, homogenous plane wall with heat flux in z 

direction  

 The quadrupoles derivation begins with the general solution shown in equation 2-14.  

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑧2
=

1

𝛼

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
  [2-14] 

where T, z, α, and t are temperature, depth, thermal diffusivity, and time, respectively. A 

Laplace transformation is performed on the above equation and yields equation 2-15.  

𝑑2𝜃

𝑑𝑧2
=

𝑠

𝛼
𝜃  [2-15] 

where ϴ and s are the Laplace transformation of temperature and the Laplace parameter, 

respectively.  

 The Laplace transformation of temperature is shown in equation 2-16.  

𝜃 = 𝐾1sinh(𝛽𝑧) + 𝐾2cosh(𝛽𝑧)  [2-16] 

 Additionally, Fourier’s law relates the flux to the temperature gradient as seen in 

equation 2-17.  

𝑞" = −𝑘
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
  [2-17] 
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 where q” and k are the thermal flux and thermal conductivity, respectively. Next, a 

Laplace transformation must be performed on the above equation to produce equation 2-18.  

𝜑 = −𝑘
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑧
  [2-18] 

 where φ is the Laplace transformation of q”. From here, a derivation is performed 

with respect to z on equation 2-16 and then substituting into equation 2-18 yields:  

𝜑 = −𝑘𝛽(𝐾1 cosh(𝛽𝑧) + 𝐾2 sinh(𝛽𝑧))  [2-19] 

 ϴ1 and φ1 are then assigned as the temperature and flux boundary condition when z=0, 

while ϴ2 and φ2 are the temperature and flux boundary conditions when z=L. Equation 2-19 

can then be used to solve for K1 and K2 in terms of the boundary conditions. This results in 

K2 = 𝜃1and 𝐾1 = −
𝜑1

𝑘𝛽
, which are then substituted into equation 2-16 and 2-19 to yield: 

𝜃 = −
𝜑1

𝑘𝛽
sinh(𝛽𝑧) + 𝜃1cosh(𝛽𝑧)  [2-20] 

𝜑 = −𝑘𝛽(−
𝜑1

𝑘𝛽
cosh(𝛽𝑧) + 𝜃1sinh(𝛽𝑧)) [2-21] 

Next, equations 2-22 and 2-23 evaluate the Laplace transform of the temperature and 

heat flux at z=L:  

𝜃2 = 𝜃1cosh(𝛽𝐿) −
𝜑1

𝑘𝛽
sinh(𝛽𝐿)  [2-22] 

𝜑2 = −𝑘𝛽(𝜃1 sinh(𝛽𝐿) −
𝜑1

𝑘𝛽
cosh(𝛽𝐿)) [2-23] 

At this point, equations 2-22 and 2-23 can be separated into inputs at surface 1 (z=0) 

and outputs at surface 2 (z=L) and written in matrix form:  

[
𝜃2
𝜑2

] = [
cosh(𝛽𝐿) −

sinh(𝛽𝐿)

𝑘𝛽

−𝑘𝛽sinh(𝛽𝐿) cosh(𝛽𝐿)
] [
𝜃1
𝜑1

] [2-24] 

The matrix can also be inverted to yield:  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
cosh(𝛽𝐿)

sinh(𝛽𝐿)

𝑘𝛽

𝑘𝛽sinh(𝛽𝐿) cosh(𝛽𝐿)
] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

] [2-25] 

 The following definitions are made:  
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𝐴 = 𝐷 = cosh(𝛽𝐿)  [2-26] 

𝐵 =
sinh(𝛽𝐿)

𝑘𝛽
   [2-27] 

𝐶 = 𝑘𝛽sinh(𝛽𝐿)  [2-28] 

As a result, the following is the simplified matrix for a single layer:  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

]  [2-29] 

 As can be seen from this process, the thermal response on the backside of a 

conduction layer can be found based on the boundary conditions of the front side. In addition, 

only two of the four boundary conditions need to be known in order to solve the system.  

 The same process can be applied to the second layer. This is because the backside of 

the first layer is the front side of the second layer. This procedure continues depending on the 

final number of layers. Therefore, the two layer system is represented by equation 2-30.  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
1
[
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
2
[
𝜃2
𝜑2

] [2-30] 

 where the subscripts represent the respective layers. 

As of now, both layers have been represented with their own matrix. However, the 

thermal contact resistance must still be determined. Typically, the thermal contact resistance 

is modeled as:  

𝑇1 − 𝑇2 = 𝑅𝑐𝑞"  [2-31] 

Where Rc  is the contact resistance. By performing a Laplace transformation, the 

above equation becomes:  

𝜃1 − 𝜃2 = 𝑅𝑐𝜑  [2-32] 

Placing this into matrix form:  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
1 𝑅𝑐
0 1

] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

]  [2-33] 
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Finally, a matrix must be developed for the convection experienced by the outer 

surface of layer 2. The matrix for this situation has been discussed by Jensen and is 

represented by equation 2-34
90

. 

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
1 0

ℎ𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 1
] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

]  [2-34] 

where Area is the surface area that is exposed to convection. 

Now that matrices have been developed for the two layers, the thermal contact 

resistance, and convection, the entire system can be formulated. The solution to this system 

can be easily compiled by multiplying the matrix of each layer. Therefore, the entire system is 

represented by equation 2-35.  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
1
[
1 𝑅𝑐
0 1

] [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
2
[

1 0
ℎ𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 1

] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

] [2-35] 

Development of Multiple-Layered Cylindrical Model 

 In the case of cylindrical shaped materials, the same approach as outlined above is 

used; however the definitions for coefficients A, B, C, and D are now different. Referring to 

Thermal Quadrupoles: Solving the Heat Equation through Integral Transforms
89

 and Figure 

2.14, the coefficients now become:  

𝐴 = α2[𝐼0(𝛼1)𝐾1(𝛼2) + 𝐼1(𝛼2)𝐾0(𝛼1)]  [2-36] 

𝐵 =
1

2𝜋𝜆𝑙
[𝐼0(𝛼2)𝐾0(𝛼1) − 𝐼0(𝛼1)𝐾0(𝛼2)]  [2-37] 

𝐶 = 2𝜋𝜆𝑙α1α2[𝐼1(𝛼2)𝐾1(𝛼1) − 𝐼1(𝛼1)𝐾1(𝛼2)] [2-38] 

𝐷 = α1[𝐼0(𝛼2)𝐾1(𝛼1) + 𝐼1(𝛼1)𝐾0(𝛼2)]  [2-39] 

 where λ is the thermal conductivity, l is the length of the cylinder, a is the thermal 

diffusivity, and p is the Laplace parameter.  
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Figure 2.14: Quadrupoles cylindrical coefficients 

 This study consists of a heating probe inserted into the centerline of a cylindrical 

sample. Figure 2.15 is a schematic of the problem. There is a thermal contact resistance 

between the outer surface of the needle probe and inner surface of the sample that must be 

considered. In addition, the outer surface of the sample is exposed to convection and should 

experience no heat flux. Constant power is supplied to the probe, resulting in a constant heat 

flux. In this case, a constant heat flux of 1 W/m
2
 will be used. In addition, the heat flux occurs 

somewhere within the needle probe at a certain radius that is not zero.  
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of needle probe-contact resistance-sample-convection system  

Based on equations 2-36 through 2-39, a linear system can then be developed for a 

multiple-layered cylinder. The final matrix for the entire system becomes:  

 [
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
1
[
1 𝑅𝑐
0 1

] [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

]
2
[

1 0
ℎ𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 1

] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

]  [2-40] 

where the first layer, represented by the probe, uses 𝛼1 = 𝑅1√𝑝/𝑎1, 𝛼2 = 𝑅2√𝑝/𝑎1; and the 

second layer, represented by the sample uses 𝛼1 = 𝑅2√𝑝/𝑎2, 𝛼2 = 𝑅3√𝑝/𝑎2.  

 From here, equation 2-40 can be simplified to yield:  

[
𝜃1
𝜑1

] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

] [
𝜃2
𝜑2

]  [2-41] 

 Recognizing that φ2=0 since there is no heat flux at the outer surface, equation 2-41 

yields equations 2-42 and 2-43.  

𝜃1 = 𝐴𝜃2   [2-42] 

𝜃2 =
1

𝐶𝑝
  [2-43] 
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 Therefore 𝜃1 =
𝐴

𝐶𝑝
. Coefficients A and C are then expanded and a Laplace inversion is 

performed in order to calculate T1. This step can be performed in MATLAB.  

2.4 Results for Modelling Thermal Conductivity of Nuclear Materials 

Based on the quadrupoles method, the model can be used to better understand the 

inner temperature v. time results of the needle probe when thermal properties and dimensions 

are changed for both the needle probe and sample.   

Table 2-1 lists the geometries and thermal properties to model a 10 mm diameter 

uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel pellet using the custom built INL needle probe. 

Table 2-1: Material properties corresponding to Figure 2.16 

Radius1 (mm) 0.447 

Radius2 (mm) 1 

Radius3 (mm) 5 

Thermal diffusivity1 (m
2
/s) 1.37e-05 

Thermal diffusivity2 (m
2
/s) 6.2e-07 

Thermal conductivity1 (W/m∙K) 42 

Thermal conductivity2 (W/m∙K) 2.5 

Probe length (m) 0.2 

Contact resistance (m
2
∙K/W) 0.7 

Convection coefficient (W/m
2
∙K) 13 

 

Figure 2.16 shows that the temperature of the needle probe begins to change once the 

heater has been turned on. After approximately 200 seconds, the convection affects begin to 

dominate.  
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Figure 2.16: Temperature v. time plot of prototypic uranium dioxide  

 In addition to determining the inner temperature v. time, the quadrupoles method can 

also be used to determine the temperature at each interface. Figure 2.17 shows a schematic of 

each layer and its corresponding matrix. It is important to recognize that φ1 is represented as a 

step function with a constant heat flux of 1 W/m
2
. Also, the experiment is designed so no heat 

flux occurs at the outer surface, φ2=0.  
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of temperature and flux at each interface 

Based on these conditions, equation 2-44 is used to solve for the two unknowns, ϴ1 

and ϴ5.  

[
𝜃1
1

𝑠

] = [
𝐴1 𝐵1
𝐶1 𝐷1

] [
1 𝑅𝑐
0 1

] [
𝐴2 𝐵2
𝐶2 𝐷2

] [
1 0

ℎ𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 1
] [
𝜃5
0
] [2-44] 

Once ϴ1 and ϴ5 are known, the temperature and flux of any layer can be calculated. 

For example, to determine ϴ2 and φ2, equation 2-45 is used.  

[
𝜃2
𝜑2

] = [
1 𝑅𝑐
0 1

] [
𝐴2 𝐵2
𝐶2 𝐷2

] [
1 0

ℎ𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 1
] [
𝜃5
0
]   [2-45] 

This calculation process continues layer by layer until ϴ1, ϴ2, ϴ3, ϴ4, and ϴ5 are 

determined. From there, the temperature v. radial distance can be plotted using the geometry 

and thermal properties listed in Table 2-2. 

.  
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Table 2-2: Material properties corresponding to Figure 2.18 

Radius1 (mm) 0.447 

Radius2 (mm) 1 

Radius3 (mm) 5 

Radius4 (mm) 7 

Thermal diffusivity1 (m
2
/s) 1.37e-05 

Thermal diffusivity2 (m
2
/s) 6.2e-07 

Thermal conductivity1 (W/m∙K) 42 

Thermal conductivity2 (W/m∙K) 2.5 

Probe length (m) 0.2 

Contact resistance (m
2
∙K/W) 0.7 

Convection coefficient (W/m
2
∙K) 13 

 

As can be seen in the temperature v. radial distance plot of Figure 2.18, there is a 

minimal temperature drop within the needle probe and the largest temperature drop occurs 

within the sample.  
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Figure 2.18: Temperature distribution through needle probe and prototypic uranium dioxide  

In order to compare the MATLAB code developed using the quadrupoles method, INL 

created a finite element model. Figure 2.19 shows that there is good agreement between both 

models, further helping to validate that the MATLAB code was successfully developed. 
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of analytic model and finite element model 

The finite element models were performed using COMSOL Multiphysics. In this 

model, the boundary conditions and properties were defined to be the same as in the analytic 

quadrupoles model. The mesh was user defined with a maximum element size of 3.7e-4 m, a 

maximum growth rate of 1.25, and a predefined COMSOL setting of “finer” 
91

.  
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CHAPTER 3: FLEXIBLE BISMUTH TELLURIDE THIN FILM HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

FLEXIBLE BISMUTH TELLURIDE THIN FILM FROM SOLUTION PROCESSED 

COLLOIDAL NANOPLATES    

Courtney Hollar, Zhaoyang Lin, Madhusudan Kongara, Tony Varghese, Chinnathambi 

Karthik, Jesse Schimpf, Paul H. Davis, Yaqiao Wu, Xiangfeng Duan, Yanliang Zhang, and 

David Estrada 

3.1 Abstract 

Thermoelectric generators are an environmentally-friendly and reliable solid-state 

energy conversion technology. Flexible and low-cost thermoelectric generators are especially 

attractive to power flexible electronics and sensors using body heat or other ambient heat 

sources. Bismuth telluride based thermoelectric materials exhibit their best performance near 

room temperature and are an ideal candidate to power wearable electronics and sensors using 

low-temperature heat sources such as body heat. Here, we report Bi2Te3 thin films deposited 

on a flexible polyimide substrate using low-cost and scalable manufacturing methods. The 

synthesized Bi2Te3 nanocrystals have a thickness of 35  15 nm and a lateral dimension of 

692  186 nm. Thin films fabricated from these nanocrystals exhibit a peak power factor of 

0.35 mW/m·K
2
 at 433 K, which is among the highest reported values for flexible 

thermoelectric films. In order to evaluate the flexibility of the thin films, static and dynamic 

bend tests were performed while monitoring the change in electrical resistivity. After 1000 

bending cycles, the change in electrical resistance of the film was 23%. We also demonstrated 

the aerosol jet printing of our Bi2Te3 solutions, highlighting the potential of using additive 

manufacturing techniques for printing flexible thermoelectric thin films. 

3.2 Introduction 

The explosive market growth for self-powered wearable electronics has amplified 

attention on  thermoelectric generators
92

. In a Markets and Markets report, it is estimated that 

the wearable electronic market will reach $51.6 billion by the year 2022
93

. A particularly 

interesting application is utilizing wearable biomedical devices to monitor physiological 
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signals and transmit data wirelessly, such as electrocardiograms, blood pressure, heart rate, 

and oxygen saturation
94-96

, all of which require external power sources for efficient operation. 

Lithium ion batteries, which have an energy density of  2.88 x 10
9
 J/m

3
,  are a traditional 

power source used for wearable biomedical devices
97

. However, frequent charging is 

necessary and the thickness of the rigid lithium battery can limit the design and the comfort 

associated with a wearable and flexible device. Recent progress in flexible lithium ion 

batteries includes the use of carbon nanotubes, graphene, carbon cloth, and conductive paper
98

 

as electrode materials. Flexible lithium batteries
99

 have demonstrated an energy density of 

388.8 J/g.  Alternative power sources include electromagnetic and electrostatic sources. Both 

electromagnetic and electrostatic power sources convert mechanical vibrations to electrical 

energy
10, 11, 15, 100

. A power density of 307 µW/m
3
 has been reported for electromagnetic 

sources
12

 while 5.8 x 10
7
 µW/m

3
 can be produced for electrostatic sources

101
. However, 

continual mechanical vibrations are required to create a steady source of energy, thus when 

the user stops moving, the power source is no longer generating power. 

 Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) have received attention as an alternative power 

source due to the solid-state conversion between heat and electricity. As a result, TEGs can be 

powered independently of movement, making them ideal for power generation during limited 

mobility applications. Recently, TEGs have been used for biological applications and shown 

to produce power in the 14.4 µW
 
to 11.4 mW range

23, 102
, with up to 500 µW to 700 µW 

during an increase in physical activity
25, 103, 104

. TEGs can also be manufactured in a flexible 

form factor (f-TEGs) and used independently or in combination with flexible lithium-ion 

batteries in order to prolong battery life. Flexible TEGs can be applied to irregular surfaces 

and conform to skin in order to take advantage of the highest temperature gradient within the 

human body
23

. Therefore, f-TEGs could provide an ideal power source to address the fast 

growing market for wearable devices
92, 105

. 

The thermoelectric material efficiency is determined by the figure of merit, ZT = 

S
2
σT/k, where S, σ, k, and T are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, thermal 

conductivity, and absolute temperature, respectively
106, 107

. The numerator, S
2
σ, is referred to 

as the power factor. In order to obtain a high efficiency thermoelectric material, the Seebeck 

coefficient and electrical conductivity can be increased while the thermal conductivity is 
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minimized. Recently, nanostructured thermoelectric materials have exhibited superior ZT as 

compared to their bulk counterparts. The mean free path of electrons is typically smaller than 

that of phonons, allowing particle size and grain boundary scattering to be used as a 

mechanism to engineer the σ/κ ratio in ZT
108, 109

. Despite significant ZT improvement in 

nanostructured thermoelectric materials, the expensive preparation and fabrication of high-

performance thermoelectric materials limits their large-scale commercialization
110-112

. While 

extensive studies have focused on traditional rigid bulk materials, flexible thermoelectric 

materials that are cost effective need to be developed in order to keep up with the growing 

market of sensors and flexible electronics
23, 55, 92

. 

Bi2Te3-based alloys are reported to have the best thermoelectric performance near 

room temperature
113

. As a result, flexible thermoelectric Bi2Te3 devices have the potential to 

power wearable electronics and sensors utilizing body heat. Physical vapor deposition 

methods, including sputtering
114, 115

, evaporation
116, 117

, and electrodeposition
118-120

 are 

common methods to fabricate flexible thermoelectric films. An alternative approach to 

flexible film fabrication involves wet chemistry methods such as microwave-assisted flash 

combustion
121-123

 and solution reaction
124, 125

. Although the physical vapor deposition 

approach has increased in popularity, the fabrication process is time consuming and 

expensive. Therefore, wet chemical methods are being explored as an alternative synthesis 

technique that is low-cost and commercially scalable. Previous work has shown that 

microwave-assisted wet chemical techniques can be used to create Bi2Te3 nanopowders and 

high performance rigid TEGs
122, 123

. A power factor of 0.45 mW/m∙K
2
 was demonstrated for 

bulk Bi2Te3 TEGs fabricated using the microwave-assisted wet chemical technique
121

. 

However, utilizing the solution reaction wet chemical technique, power factor values between 

1.2 mW/m·K
2
 and 1.9 mW/m·K

2
 were achieved for bulk Bi2Te3

124, 125
. Although bulk Bi2Te3 

pellets using the solution reaction wet chemical technique results in a higher power factor 

than the microwave-assisted technique, there is still a need for improving thin film 

performance. Current solution reaction thin films demonstrate 0.686 μW/m∙K
2
 as a power 

factor
126

. 

Here, we report a high-performance flexible Bi2Te3 thin film prepared from a colloidal 

nanoplate ink, synthesized using a scalable solution reaction wet chemical technique. We 
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produce Bi2Te3 nanoplates in an ethylene glycol (EG) solvent with poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) 

(PVP) as the capping agent which provides considerable solubility in various solvents
127, 128

 

for further solution based processing and ink development. The obtained nanoplates were 

dispersed in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to form an easy-to-handle solution which could be 

subsequently used as the ink for wet deposition techniques, such as spin coating or aerosol jet 

printing (AJP). Flexible Bi2Te3 thin films were constructed by spin coating the ink solution on 

a polyimide substrate, followed by thermal annealing. The peak power factor of our spin-

coated flexible film was 0.35 mW/m·K
2
 at 433K, three orders of magnitude greater than 

previous solution reaction based thin films
126

. We also demonstrate the compatibility of our 

ink with AJP, a technique adopted by the aerospace
129, 130

 and electronics industries
131, 132

. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

We have previously demonstrated that PVP and EG do not form a compact layer on 

the Bi2Te3 nanoplate, which promises a relatively clean surface and eventually leads to 

improved electrical properties
133

. After growth of the nanoplates in an EG solution using PVP 

as the surfactant and capping agent (Figure 3.1a), the nanoplates were dispersed in IPA to 

form an easy-to-handle and stable ink solution, which can be used to spin coat or print thin 

films on various substrates such as flexible polyimide. The thickness of the final thin film 

could be easily tuned by adjusting the ink concentration and deposition conditions. 

The smooth surface of the thin film is achieved due to the compaction of small 

nanoplates during the spin coating process as shown in the photograph and scanning electron 

microscopic (SEM) image in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c, respectively. The continuous film 

has been well sintered due to the nanoplate’s geometry of a large lateral width and small 

thickness. The combination of the large aspect ratio and spin coating process to create the thin 

films results in the close compaction of nanoplates during the spin coating process
133

. From 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements, the average thickness and width of the 

individual nanoplates is 35  15 nm and 692  186 nm, respectively. An AFM image of a 

representative flake is shown in Figure 3.1d with corresponding height (thickness) and width 

measurements indicated. Figure 3.1e and Figure 3.1f present histograms of the nanoplate 

height and width distributions, respectively. Interestingly, our process results in nanoplates as 
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thin as ~6 nm, indicating a route towards 2-dimensional Bi2Te3 synthesis. Individual 

nanoplates exhibit different morphologies, including a pristine flat morphology, a screw – 

dislocation in the center of the flake as indicated by a triangular growth region, and a coarse 

morphology with rough edges and pores (Figure A.1, Supporting Information). 

 

Figure 3.1: (a) Optical image of wet chemistry ink synthesis, (b) optical of spin coated Bi2Te3 thin film on 

polyimide substrate, (c) SEM image of compaction of Bi2Te3 nanoplates resulting from the spin coating 

process, (d) height v. distance plot of a representative Bi2Te3 nanoplate and AFM image of corresponding 

hexagonal nanoplate with blue dotted line indicating the cross-section measured across, (e) histogram of 

nanoplate peak height distribution, (f) histogram of nanoplate width distribution. 

Layered Bi2Te3 has a rhombohedral crystal structure in the space group of D3d
5
 – R(-

3)m with a large unit cell (∼ 3 nm along c axis) consisting of 15 layers of atoms, which are 

divided into three quintuple layers
134, 135

. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used 

to study the size, morphology and crystal structure of our Bi2Te3 nanoplates. Figure 3.2a 

andFigure 3.2b show the hexagonal shape of these nanoplates with edge to edge dimensions 

ranging from a few hundred nanometers to the micrometer scale, in good agreement with our 

AFM data. Figure 3.2b shows the bright-field image of an individual nanoplate and the 

corresponding [0001] zone-axis selected area diffraction pattern is shown as an inset to Figure 

3.2c. Electron diffraction studies indicate that these nanoplates are single crystalline and grow 
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preferentially along the (0001) basal planes.  The orientation of the bounding edges of the 

nanoplate obtained from the diffraction pattern is indicated with arrows in Figure 3.2b. The 

lattice image shown in Figure 3.2c further confirms the highly single crystalline nature of 

these nanoplates. The compositional homogeneity of these nanoplates was confirmed with 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans (Figure A.2 and Figure A.3, 

Supporting Information). Figure 3.2d and Figure 3.2e show the energy filtered TEM 

(EFTEM) mapping of Bi-M and Te-M. This depicts the uniform distribution of these elements 

without any preferential segregation which is further validated by the EDS line scan 

performed from the center of a nanoplate to the edge as shown in Figure 3.2f. The large spikes 

in the Bi profile are attributed to noise during the measurement. 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Low magnification bright-field TEM micrograph of the Bi2Te3 nanoplates showing their 

hexagonal shape, (b) bright-field TEM image of an individual nanoplate with crystallographic orientation 

of the edges marked, (c) a high-resolution lattice image recorded from the nanoplate shown in (b) and the 

inset shows the [0001] zone axis selected area electron diffraction pattern obtained from the same 

nanoplate, (d) and (e) show the EFTEM imaging of Bi-M and Te-M respectively indicating their uniform 

distribution, (f) shows a EDS line scan of Bi and Te performed from the center of a nanoplate (inset) to the 

edge. 

The in-plane Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity of spin-coated Bi2Te3 thin 

films were measured at elevated temperatures using a commercial Linseis Seebeck and 

resistivity instrument. Various samples with annealing temperatures ranging from 573 K to 

673 K were characterized in order to determine the optimal annealing temperature. The 

maximum annealing temperature was limited by the melting temperature of the substrate. All 

samples were measured from room temperature up to 483 K in order to prevent additional 

annealing and undesired structural changes (Figure A.4, Supporting Information). The 

Seebeck coefficient first increases and then decreases with temperature, reaching a peak value 

at approximately 410 K. However, the electrical conductivity continues to increase with 
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temperature, resulting in a maximum value at 483 K. Figure 3.3a demonstrates that as the 

annealing temperature increases, the room-temperature electrical conductivity increases from 

1.8 x 10
4
 S/m to 2.9 x 10

4
 S/m. The higher annealing temperature is beneficial for removing 

any residual PVP on the surface and enhancing the interaction between nanoplates resulting in 

a higher electrical conductivity for the thin film
133, 136

. Figure 3.3b shows the Seebeck 

coefficient first increases and then decreases with annealing temperature, and the thin film 

annealed at 623 K exhibits the highest Seebeck coefficient. The power factor curve shown in 

Figure 3.3c demonstrates an increasing trend as the temperature increases until at least 433 K 

due to the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient. A 

peak power factor of 0.35 mW/m·K
2
 at 433 K is obtained in the film with an optimal 

annealing temperature of 623 K, indicating that the thermoelectric properties can be optimized 

by controlling the annealing temperature. In comparison, the peak power factor of 1.9 

mW/m·K
2
 for a nanostructured bulk Bi2Te3 pellet occurs at 375 K

125
 while a room 

temperature power factor of 0.686 μW/m·K
2
  is exhibited for a Bi2Te3 thin film annealed at 

523 K
126

. 

 

Figure 3.3: Thermoelectric performance of solution processed Bi2Te3 films spin coated onto a flexible 

polyimide substrate and annealed at various temperatures. (a) electrical conductivity σ, (b) Seebeck 

coefficient S, and (c) power factor σS
2
. 

In addition to creating thin films through spin coating, it is also possible to use AJP for 

thin film deposition of our colloidal inks. Figure 3.4a shows a schematic of the AJP process. 

During this process, Bi2Te3 ink is aerosolized and deposited on a polyimide substrate (Figure 

3.4b). The spin coated and AJP films were evaluated for flexibility by performing room-

temperature electrical resistance measurements using the van der Pauw method. The electrical 
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resistance was selected as the property to evaluate flexibility since cracking of the film can 

greatly affect the electrical resistance. Static bend tests were performed on five different radii 

of curvature (ROC): 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, and 50 mm. Bending Bi2Te3 thin films 

around a 10 mm ROC resulted in the highest change in resistance of 17%, while the 50 mm 

ROC showed the lowest change in resistance of 5% (Figure 3.4c inset). A dynamic bend test 

was then performed over a 50 mm ROC (Figure 3.4c). After 100 cycles the electrical 

resistance of the film showed less than a 13% increase and a 23% increase after 1000 cycles. 

By comparison, sputtered indium tin oxide (ITO) thin films exhibited an increase in resistance 

of 518% after 1000 bending cycles
133

. ITO thin films are a common transparent conductor 

used in diverse optoelectronic devices. Bi2Te3 films that were screen-printed had an increase 

in resistance of 4.5% during a 150 bend cycles while aerosol jet printed Bi2Te3 showed an 

increased resistance of 7% for 1000 bending cycles. The smaller resistance increase for 

screen-printed and aerosol jet printed Bi2Te3 as compared to the spin coated film can be 

attributed to a higher film thickness. As a result, the film is more robust and is less sensitive to 

electrical resistance changes during bending tests. Furthermore, it is important to remember 

that the durability of the film may be compromised due to the relatively rough surface of the 

polyimide substrate and the electrode breaking during the bending tests. The flexibility 

performance of the Bi2Te3 thin films could potentially be improved with a smoother flexible 

substrate
137

. 
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic of AJP process, (b) photograph of 2 mm × 10 mm AJP Bi2Te3 flexible films on 

polyimide substrate, (c) inset graph is the resistance change of several flexible films as a function of 

various bending radii. Resistance change of flexible film as a function of bending cycles as compared to 

sputtered ITO, screen printed Bi2Te3, and AJP Bi2Te3 literature values, and (d) voltage produced by a one 

leg AJP device using a Peltier device to mimic changes in body temperature. 

The electrical conductivity of an aerosol jet printed Bi2Te3 film was 939.64 S/m. 

Meanwhile, the Seebeck coefficient was -64 μV/K. One 2 mm × 10 mm AJP film produced 

0.238 mV using a Peltier device to mimic changes in human body temperature (Figure 3.4d). 

The decrease in electrical conductivity of aerosol jet printed films can be attributed to the 

increase in porosity
138

, which also impacts the Seebeck coefficient. Figure 3.5a and Figure 

3.5b compare the cross-sectional STEM of spin coated and AJP films, respectively (Figure 

A.5, Supporting Information). Spin coated films show a more layered nature to the flakes as 

compared to the more porous surface of AJP films. Furthermore, Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d 
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show the flake orientation for spin coated and AJP films, respectively. Due to the high aspect 

ratio of lateral dimensions to thickness of the nanoplates, spin coated thin films form well 

stacked nanoplates. This creates a large contact area which results in a reduced interface 

resistance and less porous film. However, similar to graphene films, AJP results in an increase 

in porosity due to the random stacking of nanoplates as they adhere to the polyimide 

substrate
138

, as well as potentially trapping solvents within the printed features. The solvents 

evaporate leaving behind pores, thus resulting in a larger electrical resistivity. Due to the 

random arrangements of nanoplates and high amount of porosity, this hinders the interaction 

between the nanoparticles which results in a low electrical conductivity and poor Seebeck 

voltage. In order to further enhance the thermoelectric properties of the aerosol jet printed 

films, an improvement in the ink particle concentration and a compaction method is necessary 

to densify the film which will help reduce contact resistance and porosity. 

 

Figure 3.5: (a) cross-sectional STEM of spin coated Bi2Te3 film, (b) cross-sectional STEM of AJP Bi2Te3 

film, (c) cross-sectional TEM of spin coated Bi2Te3 film showing flake orientation, and (d) cross-sectional 

TEM of AJP Bi2Te3 film showing flake orientation. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have reported the high-performance flexible Bi2Te3 thin films 

fabricated from a facile ink solution obtained using a low-cost and scalable solution reaction 

process. The ink solution is formulated by the Bi2Te3 nanoplates dispersion in proper solvent, 

which exhibits a great potential for the practical large-scale production compared with the 

conventional CVD approaches or high-temperature flux methods.  Bi2Te3 thin films annealed 

at 623 K exhibit a power factor of 0.35 mW/m·K
2
 at 433 K. The samples exhibited a 23% 

increase in electrical resistance after 1000 bending cycles. The low-cost and scalable 

fabrication process of Bi2Te3 films demonstrates the potential to power flexible electronics, 

sensors, and medical devices as compared to their bulk counterparts. 
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CHAPTER 4: A PARAMETRIC STUDY FOR IN-PILE USE OF THE THERMAL 

CONDUCTIVITY NEEDLE PROBE USING A TRANSIENT, MULTILAYERED 

ANALYTIC MODEL 

Courtney Hollar, Austin Fleming, Kurt Davis, Ralph Budwig, Colby Jensen, and
 
David 

Estrada
 

4.1 Abstract 

The thermal conductivity of UO2 nuclear fuel is of high interest because of its impact 

on fuel temperature and the resulting reactor performance and safety considerations. The 

thermal conductivity of UO2 undergoes significant changes with irradiation, and as a result is 

a strong function of burnup. Additionally, accurate fuel thermal conductivity measurements 

are of interest to aid in the development and validation of simulation codes used to predict the 

thermophysical properties of UO2 under various conditions. Thermal conductivity 

measurements are typically made during post irradiation examination, which represents a final 

state of the fuel, different than exists in the test reactor due to temperature and active 

irradiation effects. By utilizing an in-pile measurement, thermal conductivity can be 

determined under prototypic conditions over a range of burnup. In this work we develop a 

multilayer quadrupoles analytic model to describe the transient thermal interactions between a 

line heat source (i.e. needle probe) and cylindrical nuclear fuel geometry for in-pile thermal 

conductivity measurements. A finite element analysis of the detailed needle probe geometry 

was compared to results from the analytic model to verify the assumptions made in the 

analytic model. Using the analytic model, a parameter and sensitivity study was conducted to 

explore the viability of accurately measuring the sample thermal conductivity under various 

measurement conditions. Experimentally, the needle probe was used to measure the thermal 

properties of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and stainless steel 304 with three different 

diameters (10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm). The analytic model was compared to the 

experimental measurements, which showed good agreement within 9%. Using the analytic 

model, three different parameters were studied for optimization: various UO2 diameters, 

various probe diameters, and thermal contact resistance. The validated model and results 

provide the foundation to elucidate a better understanding of in-pile thermal conductivity 
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measurements and informs future needle probe designs to measure samples with diameters as 

low as 10 mm.  

4.2 Introduction 

Knowing the thermal conductivity of nuclear fuels can be used to increase the 

understanding of fuel behavior, support simulation design codes, and to develop advanced 

fuels. During irradiation, nuclear fuels experience a change in physical structure and chemical 

composition. Current thermal conductivity measurement approaches for irradiated fuels rely 

on post irradiation examination (PIE) approaches are challenging and are believed to not be 

fully representative of the state of the fuel while under irradiation in a reactor.  

Most PIE methods use the laser-flash technique to determine the thermal 

conductivity
139-142

. In addition, some studies measure the thermal conductivity using laser-

flash at elevated temperatures. However, this approach does not account for a high radiation 

environment. The Halden Boiling Water Reactor has performed in-pile thermal conductivity 

measurements by measuring the centerline temperature
143

. Although, several required 

assumptions to extract thermal conductivity are not always satisfied including uniform fuel 

composition, uniform fuel density, minimal thermal contact resistance effects, and uniform 

heat generation within the fuel rod. In addition, well-known heat flux and thermal hydraulic 

conditions are required.  

The transient line source method is an alternative approach to measuring the thermal 

conductivity which was previously been adapted for in-pile applications
74, 75

. However, there 

are also challenges associated with this method. In the standard technique, the sample is 

assumed to be semi-infinite. Yet, prototypic light water fuels consisting of uranium dioxide 

(UO2), have a diameter of approximately 10 mm. In addition, the standard technique assumes 

that thermal contact resistance is negligible and that the probe is infinitely thin.   

Based on the transient line source method, the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) has 

developed an in-pile transient needle probe which can produce a temperature gradient while 

measuring the centerline temperature. The needle probe, based on the transient line source 

method, is a commonly used technique for thermal conductivity measurements. The needle 

probe developed by Idaho National Laboratory was adapted for high temperature operation, 

allowing it to be used in nuclear fuels.   
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This paper establishes a transient, multilayer analytic model that accurately represents 

the heat transfer between the needle probe, sample, and surrounding environment. This 

analytic model is compared to a detailed finite element model to demonstrate that the 

simplified geometry is representative of the needle probe. In addition, experimental results for 

a variety of sample materials are compared to the analytic model, all within good agreement. 

Using the analytic model, a sensitivity study is conducted in order to determine the influence 

of each parameter during the thermal conductivity measurement using the needle probe. From 

here, recommendations are made in order to optimize the needle probe for measurement of 

prototypic light water fuels.  

4.3 Theory  

The transient needle probe consists of a heater and a thermocouple. The probe utilizes 

a line heat source that is embedded into the sample in order to determine the thermal 

conductivity. When the sample is at thermal equilibrium, a step-function in power is supplied 

to the heater and the thermocouple records the sample’s temperature response. The 

temperature response of the sample is dependent on the thermal properties and geometry. As a 

result, the thermal conductivity can be calculated from the temperature rise within the sample. 

This transient measurement method traditionally utilizes the linear region of the temperature 

versus the natural logarithm of time in order to determine the thermal conductivity. The linear 

region corresponds to a time scale in which the sample appears to be semi-infinite, thereby 

eliminating the dependence on sample geometry. 

The needle probe method uses the theory of an infinite line heat source that is 

embedded in a semi-infinite solid. As a result, the thermal response is detected by a 

thermocouple that is located a finite distance from the heater. In this case, INL developed a 

probe that houses both the heater and thermocouple within one probe. The thermal 

conductivity is then derived using the equation according to the ASTM needle probe testing 

standard
144

: 

𝑘 =
𝑄0

4𝜋𝐿𝑆
, [4.1] 
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where k, Qo, L, and S are the thermal conductivity, power dissipated by the heater, 

heater length, and slope of the linear portion of the transient response, respectively. The slope 

of the linear region of the temperature versus the natural logarithm of time is defined as:  

𝑆 =
𝜕𝑇

𝜕 𝑙𝑛(𝑡)
, [4.2] 

where T and t are the temperature and time, respectively.  

In addition, use of the needle probe method requires an understanding of the probe and 

sample’s Fourier number. The Fourier number is defined as:  

𝐹𝑜 =
𝛼𝑡

𝑅2
  [4.3] 

where α, t, and R is the thermal diffusivity, time, and characteristic length, 

respectively.  

The probe’s Fourier number was calculated based on the probe’s effective thermal 

diffusivity, the time at which the temperature v. time curves enter the 5% linear region, and 

the outer radius of the probe. Based upon these calculations, the probe’s Fourier number must 

be greater than 327 in order to allow for enough time for the heat to move out of the probe.  

Furthermore, the sample’s Fourier number was calculated based on the sample’s 

thermal diffusivity, the time at which the temperature v. time curves left the 5% linear region, 

and the outer radius of the sample. The Fourier number of various samples including PTFE 

and UO2 validates that the Fourier number is independent of individual material properties. 

As a result, the sample’s Fourier number needs to be smaller than 0.18 in order to prevent the 

heat from reaching the outer surface.  

This needle probe method uses the assumption of a semi-infinite sample; however 

nuclear fuel samples of interest are about 10 mm in diameter. A model is needed that will 

facilitate understanding of the impact of a finite specimen boundary condition as well as the 

effects of a potentially significant thermal contact resistance between the probe and sample.  

A literature review was performed to determine if a 1-D radial, transient analytic 

model has already been developed for this scenario. One publication used the Jaeger theory to 

develop an analytic model, however differences between experimental data and the analytic 

model were observed before 500 seconds
145

. It was then discovered that ground heat 
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exchangers used in the geoscience field applied closely to this problem. Ground heat 

exchangers are cylindrical pipes that dissipate excess heat into the soil. This is analogous to 

the needle probe. In addition, the soil is essentially the nuclear sample while the backfill is the 

thermal grease. Since ground heat exchangers are designed to be used for several decades, a 

lot of publications developed models for much longer amounts of time. As a result, the 

shortest time responses were modelled for a few days or minutes
78-80

. Alternative models 

focused on understanding the 2-D influence
146

 while others had interest in only determining 

the temperature distribution within the probe or within the thermal cement
81-83

. Several 

publications have acknowledged the difficulty of solving this problem as a result of the 

transient state and complex boundary conditions. Therefore, they turned to finite difference 

and numerical solutions
78, 80, 84

.  

One publication, written by Gu, developed a dimensionless solution for a constant 

cylindrical heat source for a medium composed of backfill and soil
85

. The basic heat 

conduction equation was put into non-dimensional form while the orthogonal expansion 

technique consisting of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions was used to solve for the temperature 

distribution. Bandyopadhyay et al stated that Gu’s approach has experienced disagreement in 

the community of heat conduction researchers
86-88

. In this paper, the method of thermal 

quadrupoles was used to derive a flexible model of the needle probe and sample system. 

4.4 Calculation 

The theoretical model derived here is based on a two layer system, though adding 

additional layers is quite simple. The first layer represents probe properties and the second 

represents the sample with a contact resistance between the layers. Figure 4.1a shows a 

schematic cross-section of the needle probe inserted into the centerline of a sample. Various 

parts of the needle probe are included such as the outer sheath, insulation, thermocouple 

wires, and the heater wires. This analytic model serves as a tool to understand each parameter 

and its influence on the thermal conductivity accuracy. Figure 4.1b shows the geometry 

chosen to represent the needle probe geometry in the analytic model.  
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Figure 4.1: (a) Diagram of the needle probe geometry inserted into a cylindrical sample. (b) diagram of 

the equivalent heat transfer geometry. 

To account for the influence of the sheath, insulation, thermocouple wires, and heater 

wires, the effective thermal capacity and thermal conductivity of the probe are accounted for 

using equations (4.4) and (4.5)  

(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐴𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑠

+𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑠(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑖𝑛𝑠
+𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ

𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒
   [4.4] 

  𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑙𝑛(

𝑟1
𝑟3
)

𝑙𝑛(
𝑟2
𝑟1

)

(𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑠)
+

𝑙𝑛(
𝑟3
𝑟2

)

(𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ)

     [4.5] 

where ρ, cp, A, k, RT, L, r1, r2, and r3 are the density, specific heat, cross-sectional area, 

thermal conductivity, thermal contact resistance, length, inner radius of the probe/outer radius 

of the heater wires, outer radius of the probe, and outer radius of the sample, respectively.  

Using these effective thermal properties, an analytical solution can be developed to 

model the needle probe when inserted into the centerline of a cylindrical nuclear fuel pellet. 

The quadrupoles method is an exact explicit method that represents a linear system
89

. This 

method can be used to determine the temperature field in multilayered materials using direct 

solutions to the heat diffusion equation. A matrix is developed for the probe, thermal contact 

resistance, sample, and convection. Using matrix multiplication, a solution can be easily 

constructed for the multilayered system. Equations (4.6) and (4.7) were used to develop the 

matrix system in cylindrical coordinates
89
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𝑞1,𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖√𝑝/𝛼𝑖          𝑞2,𝑖+1 = 𝑟𝑖+1√𝑝/𝛼𝑖 [4.6] 

 
𝐴𝑖 = 𝑞2,𝑖[𝐼0(𝑞1,𝑖)𝐾1(𝑞2,𝑖) + 𝐼1(𝑞2,𝑖)𝐾0(𝑞1,𝑖)] [4.7a] 

 
𝐵𝑖 =

1

2𝜋𝑘𝐿
[𝐼0(𝑞2,𝑖)𝐾0(𝑞1,𝑖) − 𝐼0(𝑞1,𝑖)𝐾0(𝑞2,𝑖)] [4.7b] 

 
𝐶𝑖 = 2𝜋𝑘𝐿𝑞1,𝑖𝑞2,𝑖[𝐼1(𝑞2,1)𝐾1(𝑞1,𝑖) − 𝐼1(𝑞1,𝑖)𝐾1(𝑞2,𝑖)] [4.7c] 

 
𝐷𝑖 = 𝑞1,𝑖[𝐼0(𝑞2,𝑖)𝐾1(𝑞1,𝑖) + 𝐼1(𝑞1,𝑖)𝐾0(𝑞2,𝑖)] [4.7d] 

where r, p,α, k, and L are the radius of each layer, Laplace parameter, thermal 

diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and length of the cylinder. The subscript i corresponds to the 

layer in the model (1 being the probe, 2 being the sample). 

Equation (4.8) shows the matrix representation of a one-layered cylindrical material  

[
𝜃1
𝜙1

] = [
𝐴1 𝐵1
𝐶1 𝐷1

] [
𝜃2
𝜙2

]    [4.8] 

 where ϴ and φ are the Laplace temperature and Laplace heat flux, respectively.  

Equation (4.9) shows the matrix representation of a thermal contact interface  

[
𝜃1
𝜙1

] = [
1 𝑅𝑡ℎ
0 1

] [
𝜃2
𝜙2

]    [4.9] 

 where Rth is the thermal contact resistance.  

Equation (4.10) represents the entire multilayered system of the needle probe-thermal 

contact resistance-nuclear fuel.  

[
𝜃1
𝜙1

] = [
𝐴1 𝐵1
𝐶1 𝐷1

][
1 𝑅𝑡ℎ
0 1

][
𝐴2 𝐵2
𝐶2 𝐷2

] [
1 0
ℎ 1

] [
𝜃3
𝜙3

]  [4.10] 

 The temperature response of the probe, ϴ1, can then be calculated by 

expanding the matrix into equation form since there are two unknowns and two equations. A 

Laplace inversion is then performed to transform the temperature response of the probe ϴ1 

into T1. The quadrupoles analytical solution model, hereafter called the analytic model, was 

compared to a finite element software model where both used the equivalent heat transfer 
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geometry for the probe as well as the thermal properties and geometry of a 10 mm diameter 

UO2 sample. As can be seen in Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b, good agreement, with a standard 

error of 0.0039 K, was achieved which provides verification of the solution.  

 

Figure 4.2: (a) Temperature v. time plot for the analytic solution based on the equivalent heat transfer 

geometry and finite element model using both the detailed geometry and the equivalent heat transfer 

geometry and thermal properties. The finite element models are dotted while the analytical model is the 

line. (b) Table of thermal properties and geometry of probe inserted into the centerline of a UO2 sample. 

4.5 Results and Discussion 

Experimental validation of the analytical model was performed using a custom-built 

needle probe. The effective thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the probe were 

calculated to be 1.37e-5 m
2
/s and 42 W/m∙K, respectively. The individual thermal diffusivity 

of the thermocouple wires, heater wires, insulation, and sheath were weighted based on 

volume and then summed together to result in the effective thermal diffusivity of the probe. 

Furthermore, the effective thermal conductivity of the probe was calculated using the thermal 

resistor analogy, as defined in equations 3 & 4. The uncertainty of the thermocouple within 

the probe was 2.2
o
C or 0.75%, whichever was greater. Cylindrical polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) and stainless steel 304 were selected as the test materials to provide a broad thermal 
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conductivity range of 0.25 W/m∙K to 14.8 W/m∙K. Furthermore, various outer diameters of 10 

mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm were selected to determine the influence of the samples’ outer 

boundaries.  

A hole of 2.06 mm was pre-drilled into the centerline of the calibration materials in 

order for a 2.01 mm diameter needle probe to be easily inserted. Since the probe and sample 

were not pressure fit, the thermal contact resistance between the probe and medium were 

relatively large (i.e. 0.6 K∙m
2
/W to 2 K∙m

2
/W). These thermal contact resistance values were 

adjusted to match the experimental results. Figure 4.3a shows that all three PTFE samples 

exhibited the same trend for the first 20 seconds. Afterwards, the boundary conditions begin 

to affect the 10 mm diameter sample. At approximately 200 seconds, the heat has travelled 

through the entire 20 mm diameter sample. The analytic model and experimental results show 

good agreement while the heat is travelling through the sample. Once the heat meets the outer 

boundary, convection begins to dominate the temperature change. Using the model to match 

the experimental data, the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of PTFE were 

determined to be 1.24e-7 m
2
/s and 0.25 W/m∙K, respectively. This demonstrates good 

agreement with the literature values for PTFE, where thermal conductivity is 0.25 W/ m∙K
147

 

and thermal diffusivity is 1.24e-7 m
2
/s

148
. If the thermal conductivity were to be calculated 

using the slope of the linear region of the temperature versus the natural logarithm of time the 

10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm diameter samples would exhibit linearity from 16s to 38s, 26s 

to161s, and 29s to 354s, respectively. This was determined by graphing the derivative of the 

temperature v. log(time) plot versus time (Figure 4.3b). The known thermal conductivity of 

PTFE was then graphed which included a 5% thermal conductivity range. The 5% thermal 

conductivity range are the two black dashed lines within the plot that  indicate ±5% of the 

known thermal conductivity value while the solid black line is the known thermal 

conductivity value. The linear region of the temperature versus the natural logarithm of time 

was then found to be when the curve was within the 5% thermal conductivity range.  

Figure 4.3a can be used to calculate the Fourier number of both the needle probe and 

sample. For example, at 10s, the probe’s Fourier number is 137 while the Fourier number of a 

30 mm diameter PTFE sample is 0.0055. Since the probe’s Fourier number is not yet large 

enough, this indicates that the heat is still within the needle probe. However, at 30s, the 

Fourier number of the probe is now 411 while the 30 mm diameter PTFE sample’s Fourier 
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number is 0.017. This indicates that the 30 mm diameter curve in Figure 4.3b is now within 

the linear region.  

 

Figure 4.3: (a) Temperature v. time plot of PTFE samples with various diameters of 10 mm, 20 mm, and 

30 mm. Dashed lines indicate analytical model and dotted lines indicate experimental data. (b) derivative 

of the temperature v. log(t) plot versus time. The ±5% of the known thermal conductivity value are the 

two black dashed lines while the known thermal conductivity value according to literature is the solid 

black line. 

Using equations 4.1 and 4.2, the linear region of the transient response was given a 

logarithmic fit (Figure 4.4). Based on the slope of the regressed line, the thermal conductivity 

for the 30 mm diameter PTFE sample was calculated to be 0.26 W/ m∙K, with a standard 

deviation of 0.0075 W/ m∙K. This provides an additional validation of the quadrupole model 

approach.  
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Figure 4.4: Temperature v. time plot of 30 mm diameter PTFE sample including linear regression to 

determine thermal conductivity 

Similar experiments were also performed on stainless steel 304 samples, as shown in 

Figure 4.5. As a result of the higher thermal conductivity as compared to the PTFE, the heat 

travelled faster to the outer surface. Furthermore, the thermal contact resistance for the 

stainless steel 304 samples ranged between 1.35 K∙m
2
/W to 2 K∙m

2
/W. As a result of the 

relatively large thermal contact resistance, it can be seen that from 3s to 10s there is an 

additional curve which does not occur in the PTFE measurements. Regardless, the analytical 

model is able to exhibit good agreement with the experimental results. The thermal diffusivity 

and thermal conductivity as determined using the analytical model was 3.8e-6 m
2
/s and 14.8 

W/m∙K, respectively. This shows good agreement with stainless steel 304 literature values for 

a thermal conductivity of 14.34 W/m∙K
149

 and a thermal diffusivity of 3.75e-6 m
2
/s

150
. In this 

case, trying to determine the thermal conductivity using the slope of the linear region of the 

temperature versus the natural logarithm of time would not be possible as none of these 

curves enter the 5% thermal conductivity region (Figure 4.5b). Therefore, this demonstrates 

the quadrupoles model can be used to determine the thermal conductivity of samples that 

would not typically be accurately measured using the traditional transient line source method. 

In addition to accurately extracting the correct thermal properties for the sample, the model 

accurately predicts the temperature response in the time scales in which the sample is not 
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semi-infinite. Specifically, in the short time scales, which is dominated by the probe 

properties, and the long time scales which is influenced by the boundary conditions and 

sample radius. 

 

Figure 4.5: Temperature v. time plot of stainless steel 304 samples with various diameters of 10 mm, 20 

mm, and 30 mm. Dashed lines indicate analytical model and dotted lines indicate experimental data. (b) 

derivative of the temperature v. log(t) plot versus time. 

In order to further understand the influence of the thermal contact resistance, 

experiments were performed on the stainless steel 304 samples with thermal grease. Figure 

4.6 shows the influence of the thermal contact resistance on 10 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm 

diameter stainless steel 304 samples. The use of thermal grease significantly reduced the 

thermal contact resistance from an average of 1.68 K∙m
2
/W to 0.53 K∙m

2
/W. Furthermore, this 

demonstrates that the quadrupoles model shows good agreement with the experimental results 

for a range of thermal conductivity values and thermal contact resistances.   
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Figure 4.6: Temperature v. time plot comparing bare needle probe and thermal greased needle probe for 

stainless steel 304 samples with a diameter of (a) 10 mm, (b) 20 mm, and (c) 30 mm. Dashed lines indicate 

analytical model and dotted lines indicate experimental data. 

The convection coefficient used in the model was experimentally determined for the 

stainless steel 304 samples and calculated using the lumped capacitance equation:  

h = −
ρVct

𝐴𝑠
ln(

𝑇−𝑇∞

𝑇𝑖−𝑇∞
)  [4.11] 

Where h, ρ, V, c, t, As, T, T∞, and Ti are the convection coefficient, density, volume, 

specific heat, time, surface area, temperature, ambient temperature, and initial temperature. 

Good agreement between the convection coefficient and experimental results further validated 

the use of 10 W/m
2∙

K.  

Based on the verification and validation, a sensitivity parameter study using the 

analytic model was then performed in order to determine how each parameter influenced the 

thermal conductivity measurement using the needle probe. As a baseline condition, sample 

properties for UO2 were used. The parameters that were varied in this study include thermal 

contact resistance, probe radius, sample radius, probe thermal conductivity, sample thermal 

conductivity, convection, and various combinations of the probe’s thermal properties. The 

data reduction technique to determine the thermal conductivity using the needle probe relies 

on the slope of the T v. log(t) plot, therefore the sensitivity of this slope is of more interest 

rather than the sensitivity of the temperature.  Each parameter was adjusted by 5% of its 

original value and the percentage of relative change of dT/dlog(t) was used to determine the 

sensitivity.  
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Figure 4.7 shows for the measurement of a UO2 sample with a 10 mm diameter, the 

probe thermal conductivity and probe radius are initially the most sensitive. For example, at 

0.3 s, there is a relative slope change of 9.7% and 4.0% for the probe radius and probe thermal 

conductivity, respectively. This can be attributed to the thermal response of the probe. 

However, change in the heat capacity results in a negligible relative slope change. Shortly 

after the heat begins to travel from the probe to the sample, the thermal contact resistance 

becomes more sensitive. From there, the sample’s radius and thermal conductivity dominate 

after 10 seconds until the convective losses influence the result.    

 

Figure 4.7: Relative change v. time plot for 10 mm diameter UO2 sample comparing probe radius (Rprobe), 

thermal conductivity of probe (kprobe), thermal contact resistance (Rth), sample radius (Rsample), thermal 

conductivity of sample (ksample), convection (h), and various probe thermal properties.  

The UO2 diameter was then increased to 40 mm to see if the sample’s thermal 

conductivity could be isolated to enhance sensitivity during measurements. Figure 4.8 shows 

the probe’s thermal response is still the most sensitive initially. As the heat begins to move 

outward from the probe to the sample the thermal contact resistance increases in sensitivity. 

The heat continues to travel through the sample and the sample’s radius and thermal 

conductivity become more sensitive between 10 to 2000 seconds. This becomes the ideal 

measurement region because the response of the sample’s thermal conductivity and radius are 
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more sensitive compared to other parameters. Furthermore, the sample’s radius can be 

accurately determined, which allows for calculation of the sample’s thermal conductivity. 

Therefore, a sample with a diameter greater than 40 mm is sufficient in order to optimize the 

measurement region by isolating the sample’s thermal conductivity sensitivity while other 

parameters exhibit a low sensitivity.  

 

Figure 4.8: Relative change v. time plot for 40 mm diameter UO2 sample comparing probe radius (Rprobe), 

thermal conductivity of probe (kprobe), thermal contact resistance (Rth), sample radius (Rsample), thermal 

conductivity of sample (ksample), convection (h), and various probe thermal properties. 

Using the thermal contact resistance and convection coefficients determined 

experimentally, the analytic model will be used to simulate experiments on UO2 samples of 

various diameters. These results will inform the expected quality of experimental results that 

can be obtained from UO2 samples. Additionally, these results can be used to aid in the design 

of an experiment to ensure good thermal conductivity measurements. Figure 4.9a shows the 

simulated temperature v. time plot for a varying diameter of 20 mm, 40 mm, and 60 mm. 

Figure 4.9b shows the dT/dlog(t) v. time graph, where the solid black line is the slope that 

corresponds to the thermal conductivity of UO2 and the two dashed black lines are the slopes 

that correspond to ±5% of the UO2 thermal conductivity. For a 20 mm diameter, the 

dT/dlog(t) curve never enters the 5% thermal conductivity range. If the standard data 
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reduction technique of fitting the linear region for the slope was used for this data, it would 

not have obtained an accurate measurement because the semi-infinite assumption was not 

satisfied. However, a 40 mm diameter remains within the 5% thermal conductivity range from 

37 seconds to 124 seconds. This indicates that UO2 can have a minimum diameter of 40 mm 

while still remaining within the 5% thermal conductivity range for a sufficient amount of 

time.  This further confirms the previous sensitivity parameter plots that a 40 mm diameter of 

UO2 is the sufficient sample size for the current needle probe being used, if the standard data 

reduction procedure is used. The derived analytic model could be used to fit the thermal 

properties of the sample to the experimental data without using the standard data reduction 

technique. This technique is a standard method to determine properties through the inverse 

problem, and is routinely performed with thermal wave techniques
151, 152

. 

 

Figure 4.9: (a) Temperature v. time plot and (b) dT/dlog(t) plot comparing the minimum diameter of UO2 

samples. 

The influence of thermal contact resistance between the needle probe and UO2 was 

also investigated using the analytic model. Figure 4.10a shows the thermal contact resistances 

of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 K∙m
2
/W. Thermal contact resistance of 0.01 K∙m

2
/W and 0.1 K∙m

2
/W stay 

within the 5% thermal conductivity range for approximately the same amount of time. 

Meanwhile 1 K∙m
2
/W does not stay within the 5% thermal conductivity range for a sufficient 
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amount of time (Figure 4.10b). Therefore, any contact resistance less than 0.1 K∙m
2
/W can be 

considered negligible for this set of geometry and material properties.  

 

Figure 4.10: (a) Temperature v. time plot and (b) dT/dlog(t) plot comparing the smallest thermal contact 

resistance for a 40 mm diameter UO2 sample.  

Another approach to improving the thermal conductivity measurement method is to 

use a smaller needle probe diameter. Figure 4.11a shows that for a 40 mm diameter UO2 

sample, a probe diameter of 0.2 mm allows for the measurement to remain within the 5% 

thermal conductivity range for the longest time period (Figure 4.11b). This indicates that the 

smaller the probe becomes, it begins to more closely model a true line heat source and will 

remain within the 5% thermal conductivity range for a longer amount of time. This indicates 

that, if the needle probe could be miniaturized, it could be used on smaller diameter samples.  
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Figure 4.11: (a) Temperature v. time plot and (b) dT/dlog(t) plot comparing smaller needle probe 

diameters for a 40 mm diameter UO2 sample. 

4.6 Conclusions 

This study has developed a quadrupoles model that can be used to predict the needle 

probe measurement process for materials of various thermal conductivities. The model is 

especially important for applications to multilayered systems with thermal contact resistance 

and finite size. This analytic model was verified with a finite element software model. 

Validation was performed using a custom built probe and cylindrical PTFE and stainless steel 

304 samples of varying diameters. The analytic model was used to fit the experimental data to 

determine the thermal conductivity, showing a good agreement within 9% for reference 

samples. A sensitivity parameter study was then performed to understand how each parameter 

influences the thermal conductivity measurement when using the needle probe. It has also 

shown potential to help optimize the current needle probe thermal conductivity measurement 

configuration.  

For prototypic UO2 nuclear fuel, the semi-infinite assumption typically required for the 

standard line source technique is quickly violated during a measurement. However, using a 

more complex data reduction with the developed analytic model, the thermal conductivity 

may be determined, though care must be taken to ensure unique fitting solutions for thermal 

conductivity. The sensitivity studies on various parameters shows a large region of time when 

the sample’s radius and thermal conductivity have a high sensitivity. Therefore, it is possible 
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to determine the thermal conductivity of samples that have a known diameter by fitting the 

thermal response. The results indicate promise for measuring samples that have a diameter of 

approximately 10 mm.   

Experimental and analytical studies with the current needle probe geometry show that 

the thermal contact resistance and probe size are the most limiting factors to improving 

measurements. It has been shown that the thermal contact resistance should be no larger than 

0.1 K∙m
2
/W to have a negligible influence on the thermal conductivity measurements. In 

addition, using a smaller probe diameter could increase the amount of time spent within the 

5% thermal conductivity range.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS  

5.1 Conclusions for Thermoelectric Work  

This study has reported the high-performance of flexible Bi2Te3 thin films fabricated 

from a low-cost and scalable solution wet-chemistry synthesis process. It was found that as 

the annealing temperature increases, the room-temperature electrical conductivity increases 

from 1.8 x 10
4
 to 2.9 x 10

4
 S/m. The higher annealing temperature allowed for the removal of 

PVP on the surface while enhancing the interaction between nanoplates. However, the 

annealing temperature had to be kept below the melting point of the polyimide substrate. 

Bi2Te3 thin films annealed at 623 K exhibit a power factor of 0.35 mW/m·K
2
 at 433 K, 

indicating that the thermoelectric properties can be optimized by controlling the annealing 

temperature. This power factor is higher than any other reported wet-chemistry fabricated 

Bi2Te3 films.  

Evaluation of the sample’s flexibility was achieved by performing room-temperature 

electrical resistance bend test measurements. Initial static bend tests were performed on 

various radii of curvature: 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, and 50 mm. Bending films around 

a 10 mm ROC resulted in the highest change in resistance of 17%. Meanwhile, the 50 mm 

ROC exhibited the lowest change in resistance of 5%. From there, dynamic bend tests were 

performed. For a 50 mm ROC, the electrical change in resistance of the spin coated films 

showed less than a 13% increase after 100 cycles and after 1000 cycles there was a 23% 

increase. By comparison, screen-printed Bi2Te3 had an increase in resistance of 4.5% during a 

150 bend cycle around a 5 mm ROC while AJP films showed a 7% increase for 1000 bending 

cycles for a 50 mm ROC. The smaller resistance increase for screen-printed and aerosol jet 

printed films is due to a higher film thickness. This creates a more robust film that is less 

sensitive to electrical resistance changes during bend testing.   

It was also demonstrated that the Bi2Te3 ink could be used to successfully create AJP 

thin films. The electrical conductivity of AJP films was 939.64 S/m and the Seebeck 

coefficient was -57 μV/K. The decrease in electrical conductivity of AJP films can be 

attributed due to the increase in porosity since the AJP process initially aerosolizes the ink 

before it is deposited on the film.  
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5.2 Conclusions for Needle Probe Work  

This study developed a transient, multilayer analytical model using the quadrupoles 

method. The analytic model can be used to predict the needle probe measurement process for 

materials of various thermal conductivities. Verification was performed by comparing the 

analytic model with a finite element software model. Validation of the custom INL probe was 

performed using cylindrical PTFE and stainless steel 304 samples of varying diameters. In 

order to further understand how each parameter influenced the thermal conductivity 

measurements using the needle probe method, a sensitivity parameter study was performed. 

The parameter study also demonstrated how the current needle probe thermal conductivity 

measurement process could be optimized.  

Employing the standard equation for data reduction involving the slope of the 

temperature v. time plot to determine thermal conductivity is not feasible for prototypic UO2
 

fuel. However, with the developed analytic model, a more complex data reduction technique 

could be used to determine the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the sensitivity study for 

various parameters showed a large region of time when the sample’s radius and thermal 

conductivity had a high sensitivity. Thus, it was possible to determine the thermal 

conductivity of samples that have a known geometry by fitting the thermal response. This 

approach could be applied to measure samples that even have a diameter of 10 mm.  

Based on the current needle probe geometry and experimental studies, the thermal 

contact resistance and probe size are the most important factors to consider for improvement 

measurements. It has been shown that a thermal contact resistance less than 0.1 K∙m2
/W has a 

negligible influence on the thermal conductivity measurements. In addition, using a smaller 

probe diameter can drastically increase the amount of time spent within the 5% thermal 

conductivity range. 
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK  

6.1 Future Work for Thermoelectric Work  

Current energy consumption presents a challenge that society must continue to 

address. In particular, power dissipation requires excess energy to be used as a result of 

inefficient electronics. Thermoelectric materials provide a solution to waste heat recovery 

through the use of small scale energy harvesters.  

The work presented here resulted in the development of a low-cost and scalable 

chemistry method for fabrication of Bi2Te3 thin films. A thin film peak power factor of 0.35 

mW/m·K
2
 at 433K is among the highest reported values for flexible TE films. The next step is 

to create a TEG using n-type and p-type TE inks. Previously, p-type Cu2Se thin films were 

created using a wet-chemical synthesis method. Utilizing both the Bi2Te3 and Cu2Se inks, 

additive manufacturing can be used to create thin film TEGs.  

Employing additive manufacturing allows for more flexibility in designs. As a result, 

the design space can be maximized and is less restricted relative to spin coated films. 

Furthermore, this allows for more flexibility in the overall design of the TEG while also 

providing a faster solution to production. 

6.2 Future Work for Needle Probe Work  

Measuring the thermal conductivity of nuclear fuels in-pile will further the application 

of new fuels and testing. Additionally, it will provide a better understanding of the structural 

materials of nuclear reactors.  

This work improved the accuracy of the in-pile transient needle probe method through 

the development of a time-based quadrupoles method. This model was verified and validated 

using a finite element model and experimental results, respectively. The next step is to extend 

this method to a frequency-based domain. This will allow for longer measurement periods 

since the heat will no longer travel to the outer surface. As a result of the measurement period 

being extended, the amount of time spent within the 5% thermal conductivity range will 

improve accuracy.   

Another interest is to use the transient needle probe method to measure liquid fuels. As 

of now, solid fuels are used in light water reactors. This previously resulted in a need to 
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understand how much influence the thermal contact resistance had on the measurement. 

However, molten salts are a type of liquid fuel that will eventually be used.  This introduces 

new challenges to determine how to accurately measure the thermal conductivity of such 

liquid fuels.  Such future work will aid in the progression of advanced technology fuels used 

to improve the energy production of nuclear reactors.  
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 

A.1 Chemicals  

Bismuth nitrate pentahydrate (Bi(NO3)3·5H2O, > 99.9%), Sodium tellurite (NaTeO3, > 

99.5%), Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, > 99%), Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP, MW≈40,000) and 

Ethylene glycol (EG) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were used as 

received without further purification. 

A.2 Solution-Phase Synthesis of Bi2Te3 Nanoplatelets 

0.2 mmol Bi(NO3)3·5H2O (0.0970 g), 0.3 mmol NaTeO3 (0.0665 g), 4 mmol NaOH 

(0.1600 g) and 2 mmol PVP (0.2223 g) were mixed with 10 mL ethylene glycol. The mixture 

was stirred for ~ 10 min to fully dissolve all solids and then heated to 190°C (in about 12 min) 

in a 25 mL three-neck flask equipped with a thermocouple and reflux condenser in a heating 

mantle. After 3 hr, the heating mantle was removed and the mixture was allowed to cool 

down to room temperature naturally. The mixture was then centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 10 

min after the addition of 20 mL isopropanol and 10 mL acetone. The supernatant was 

discarded and the solid was dispersed in another 40 mL isopropanol assisted by sonication. 

The washing steps were repeated with isopropanol two more times to remove the excessive 

ethylene glycol, PVP and other impurities. The final product was dispersed in isopropanol in 

various concentrations for further characterization. 

A.3 Spin Coat Deposition of Bi2Te3 Film on Plastic Substrates 

The dispersion of Bi2Te3 in isopropanol was centrifuged at 3000-4000 rpm for 3 min. 

The upper dispersion (the top half) was carefully taken out with pipette and the bottom 

precipitated solid was discarded. This step removes the aggregated nanocrystals, which is 

critical to obtain the high-quality thin film. The dispersion was spin coated onto an oxygen-

plasma-treated polyimide substrate (90 W, 3 min) at a speed of 1000-2000 rpm. Multiple spin 

coating processes were repeated in order to achieve thicker films. For the post deposition 

thermal treatment, the films were typically annealed on a hot plate inside of an argon-filled 

glove box at 300-400°C (573 K-673 K) for 1 hr. 
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A.4 Aerosol Jet Printing of Bi2Te3 Film on Plastic Substrates 

Thermoelectric (TE) thin films were printed with an Optomec Aerosol Jet 200 system 

using the UA-max atomizer.  A recirculating bath temperature of 20°C helped to stabilize the 

ink temperature and prevented the output from being too solvent rich. A tool platen 

temperature of 40°C was used to ensure drying of the ink once on the substrate, and to 

minimize oxidation of TE powders while exposed to open air. TE ink exhibited good 

atomization at 0.450 mA, and the nitrogen flow for the sheath and atomizer were set to 80 and 

35 sccm, respectively.  TE material was deposited on a polyimide substrate with a 200 µm 

inner diameter ceramic nozzle and polyethylene tubing. While printing, the nozzle was kept at 

a constant distance of 3 mm from the substrate, and a serpentine filling pattern having a 30-

40% overlap was utilized for the 2 mm by 10 mm printed structures. Printed samples were 

further dried in an inert glove box, and sintered under argon atmosphere at 350
o
C for 1 hr.  

A.5 AFM Characterization 

Bi2Te3 nanoplates were imaged using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM housed in an 

inert argon environment containing <0.1 ppm H2O and O2. Imaging was performed using a 

ScanAsyst-Air probe (Bruker, 2 nm nominal radius of curvature) operating in PeakForce 

Tapping mode.  Once acquired, the images were processed with a first order flatten to remove 

sample tip and tilt as well as any line-to-line offsets in the Z-axis. Thirty five nanoplates were 

imaged to derive statistics. The height of each nanoplate was recorded as the peak value from 

the substrate, excluding any particulates present in the image. Width measurements were 

obtained for each of the three pairs of sides on the hexagonal nanoplates and averaged to 

report a lateral dimension.   

A.6 SEM Characterization 

SEM characterizations were performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, 

JEOL JSM-6700F FE-SEM) with an acceleration voltage of 5 KV.  

A.7 TEM Ink Characterization 

TEM samples were prepared by diluting the ink with isopropyl alcohol and drop 

casting onto a 300 mesh TEM Cu grid coated with a carbon support film. Bright-field, high 

resolution lattice imaging (HREM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) studies were 
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carried out using a JEOL 2100 HR transmission electron microscope (TEM) operated at 200 

kV.  Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans and EELS/EFTEM were 

performed using a FEI Tecnai G
2
 F30 STwin scanning transmission electron microscope 

(STEM) operated at 300kV. 

A.8 TEM Film Characterization 

The TEM lamellas were prepared using lift-out technique in a FEI Quanta 3D FEG 

dual-beam Focused ion beam (FIB). Microstructure characterization was carried out by using 

a FEI Tecnai G
2
 F30 STEM FEG scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) at 

300kV. Both bright-field (BF) imaging technique in TEM mode and Z-contrast imaging 

technique in STEM mode were utilized to reveal fine structures of the flakes and porosity of 

the two samples.  Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) technique was used to confirm 

sample composition. 

A.9 Thermoelectric Measurement 

Temperature-dependent in-plane Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity 

measurements were performed simultaneously using a commercial Linseis Seebeck and 

Resistivity instrument in a helium atmosphere. Determining the Seebeck coefficient consisted 

of measuring the Seebeck voltage and the temperature difference established in parallel to the 

sample surface. The electrical resistivity measurements used a linear four-probe 

configuration. The measurement uncertainties are less than 3% for the Seebeck coefficient 

and 2% for the electrical conductivity.  
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Figure A.1: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images depicting the three types of Bi2Te3 nanoplate 

morphology observed in this study. (a) Pristine flat morphology (b) Screw – dislocation in the center of the 

flake as indicated by a triangular growth region, and (c) coarse morphology with rough edges and pores. 
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Figure A.2: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of Bi2Te3 ink. (a) Composition of ink created by 

UCLA, (b) composition of ink created by University of Idaho. 
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Figure A.3: Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) of Bi2Te3 nanoplate. (a) STEM Z-contrast image 

of a Bi2Te3 nanoplate, (b) table of composition, (c) EDS spectrum.   
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Figure A.4: Thermoelectric measurement cycling test of Bi2Te3 spin coated thin film sample annealed at 

623 K. (a) electrical conductivity σ, (b) Seebeck coefficient S, and (c) power factor σS
2
.  
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Figure A.5: Scanning Transmission electron microscopy (STEM) cross section of Bi2Te3 thin film samples. 

(a) Spin coated Bi2Te3 thin film and (b) aerosol jet printed Bi2Te3 thin film.  
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APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC QUADRUPOLES MODEL CODE 

B.1 Experimentally Determine Thermal Conductivity 

%Transient, multilayered analytic model using the quadrupoles method 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

%Determine temperature v. time of needle probe 

clear all; 

clc; 

 

%Original properties 

%Global variables 

global R1_cyl 

global R2_cyl 

global R3_cyl 

global a1_cyl 

global a2_cyl 

global lambda1_cyl 

global lambda2_cyl 

global length_cyl 

global Resist1_cyl 

global area_cyl 

global h_convect 

global Q0 

 

R1_cyl= 0.000447;%inner probe radius [m] 

R2_cyl= 0.001;%outer probe radius/inner sample radius [m] 

R3_cyl= 0.02;%outer sample radius [m] 

a1_cyl= 1.37e-5;%thermal diffusivity of probe [m^2/s] 

a2_cyl= 6.2e-7;%thermal diffusivity of sample [m^2/s] 

lambda1_cyl= 42;%thermal conductivity of probe [W/mK] 

lambda2_cyl= 2.5;%thermal conductivity of sample [W/mK] 

length_cyl=0.2;%length of probe [m] 

Resist1_cyl=1;%thermal contact resistance [Km^2/W] 

area_cyl=2*pi*R3_cyl*length_cyl;%outer sample surface area [m^2] 

h_convect=10;%convection coefficient [W/m^2K] 

Q0=10;%power [W] 

 

%5% change from original properties 

%Global variables 

global R1_cyl_high 
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global R2_cyl_high 

global R3_cyl_high 

global a1_cyl_high 

global a2_cyl_high 

global lambda1_cyl_high 

global lambda2_cyl_high 

global length_cyl_high 

global Resist1_cyl_high 

global area_cyl_high 

global h_convect_high 

global Q0_high 

 

R1_cyl_high= 0.000447;%inner probe radius [m] 

R2_cyl_high= 0.001;%outer probe radius/inner sample radius [m] 

R3_cyl_high= 0.02;%outer sample radius [m] 

a1_cyl_high= 1.37e-5;%thermal diffusivity of probe [m^2/s] 

a2_cyl_high= 6.2e-7;%thermal diffusivity of sample [m^2/s] 

lambda1_cyl_high=42;%thermal conductivity of probe [W/mK] 

lambda2_cyl_high= 2.5;%thermal conductivity of sample [W/mK] 

length_cyl_high=0.2;%length of probe [m] 

Resist1_cyl_high=1;%thermal contact resistance [Km^2/W] 

area_cyl_high=2*pi*R3_cyl*length_cyl;%outer sample surface area [m^2] 

h_convect_high=10;%convection coefficient [W/m^2K] 

Q0_high=10;%power [W] 

 

t_step=0.1;%time increment 

t_start=0.1;%initial time 

t_final=10000;%final time 

S_final=round(((t_final-t_start)/t_step)+1);%# of time elements 

 

%Based on original properties 

t=[t_start:t_step:t_final]';%time matrix 

f=invlap('identity',t,0,1e-9);%calculate the Laplace inverse 

%transform of the function using "Identity.m" over t. 

%See Invlap.m for other defn's. 

dy = diff(f(:))./diff(log(t(:)));%derivative of Temp. v. time curve 

 

%Based on 5% change from original properties 

f_high=invlap('identity_high',t,0,1e-9);%calculate the Laplace inverse 

%transform of the function using "Identity.m" over t. 
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%See Invlap.m for other defn's. 

dy_high = diff(f_high(:))./diff(log(t(:)));%derivative of Temp. v. time curve 

 

%Determine known thermal conductivity and +/- 5% range 

%using traditional slope method 

initial_S=1; 

S_actual=zeros(S_final,1); 

S_low=zeros(S_final,1); 

S_high=zeros(S_final,1); 

for S_initial=1:S_final; 

S_actual(S_initial,:)=Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl); 

S_low(S_initial,:)=(Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl))*.95; 

S_high(S_initial,:)=(Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl))*1.05; 

end 

 

%Determining sensitivity change 

delta_h_high=(dy_high-dy); 

sensitivity_h_high=delta_h_high./dy_high*100; 

 

%Graph sensitivity change 

figure (3) 

plot(t(2:end),sensitivity_h_high) 

hold on 

set(gca, 'XScale','log'); 

xlabel('Time (s)'); 

ylabel('delta(r3)/r3 (%)'); 

title('Sensitivity plot','FontWeight','bold'); 

 

%%%%%%%% INVLAP  numerical inverse Laplace transform  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% f = invlap(F, t, alpha, tol, P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9); 

% 

% F       laplace-space function (string refering to an m-file), 

%           must have form F(s, P1,..,P9), where s is the Laplace parameter, 

%           and return column vector as result 

% t       column vector of times for which real-space function values are 

%           sought 

% alpha   largest pole of F (default zero) 

% tol     numerical tolerance of approaching pole (default 1e-9) 

% P1-P9   optional parameters to be passed on to F 
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% f       vector of real-space values f(t) 

% 

% example: identity function in Laplace space: 

%   function F = identity(s);                    % save these two lines 

%            F = 1./(s.^2);                      % ...  as "identity.m" 

%   invlap('identity', [1;2;3])                  % gives [1;2;3] 

% 

% algorithm: de Hoog et al's quotient difference method with accelerated 

%   convergence for the continued fraction expansion 

%   [de Hoog, F. R., Knight, J. H., and Stokes, A. N. (1982). An improved 

%    method for numerical inversion of Laplace transforms. S.I.A.M. J. Sci. 

%    and Stat. Comput., 3, 357-366.] 

% Modification: The time vector is split in segments of equal magnitude 

%   which are inverted individually. This gives a better overall accuracy. 

 

%  details: de Hoog et al's algorithm f4 with modifications (T->2*T and 

%    introduction of tol). Corrected error in formulation of z. 

% 

%  Copyright: Karl Hollenbeck 

%             Department of Hydrodynamics and Water Resources 

%             Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby 

%             email: karl@isv16.isva.dtu.dk 

%  22 Nov 1996, MATLAB 5 version 27 Jun 1997 updated 1 Oct 1998 

%  IF YOU PUBLISH WORK BENEFITING FROM THIS M-FILE, PLEASE CITE IT AS: 

%    Hollenbeck, K. J. (1998) INVLAP.M: A matlab function for numerical 

%    inversion of Laplace transforms by the de Hoog algorithm, 

%    http://www.isva.dtu.dk/staff/karl/invlap.htm 

 

function f = invlap(F, t, alpha, tol, P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9); 

 

if nargin <= 2, 

  alpha = 0; 

elseif isempty(alpha), 

  alpha = 0; 

end 

if nargin <= 3, 

  tol = 1e-9; 

elseif isempty(tol), 

  tol = 1e-9; 

end 
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f = []; 

 

% split up t vector in pieces of same order of magnitude, invert one piece 

%   at a time. simultaneous inversion for times covering several orders of 

%   magnitudes gives inaccurate results for the small times. 

 

allt = t;                               % save full times vector 

logallt = log10(allt); 

iminlogallt = floor(min(logallt)); 

imaxlogallt = ceil(max(logallt)); 

for ilogt = iminlogallt:imaxlogallt,    % loop through all pieces 

 

  t = allt(find((logallt>=ilogt) & (logallt<(ilogt+1)))); 

  if ~isempty(t),                       % maybe no elements in that magnitude 

 

    T = max(t)*2; 

    gamma = alpha-log(tol)/(2*T); 

    % NOTE: The correction alpha -> alpha-log(tol)/(2*T) is not in de Hoog's 

    %   paper, but in Mathematica's Mathsource (NLapInv.m) implementation of 

    %   inverse transforms 

    nt = length(t); 

    M = 20; 

    run = [0:1:2*M]';    % so there are 2M+1 terms in Fourier series 

expansion 

 

    % find F argument, call F with it, get 'a' coefficients in power series 

    s = gamma + i*pi*run/T; 

    command = ['a = ' F '(s']; 

    if nargin > 4,                      % pass on parameters 

      for iarg = 1:nargin-4, 

            command = [command ',P' int2str(iarg)]; 

      end 

    end 

    command = [command ');']; 

    eval(command); 

    a(1) = a(1)/2;                      % zero term is halved 

 

    % build up e and q tables. superscript is now row index, subscript column 

    %   CAREFUL: paper uses null index, so all indeces are shifted by 1 here 

    e = zeros(2*M+1, M+1); 
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    q = zeros(2*M  , M+1);              % column 0 (here: 1) does not exist 

    e(:,1) = zeros(2*M+1,1); 

    q(:,2) = a(2:2*M+1,1)./a(1:2*M,1); 

    for r = 2:M+1,                      % step through columns (called r...) 

      e(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) = ... 

          q(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r) - q(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) + e(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r-1); 

      if r<M+1,                         % one column fewer for q 

        rq = r+1; 

        q(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq) = ... 

         q(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1).*e(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1)./e(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq-

1); 

      end 

    end 

 

    % build up d vector (index shift: 1) 

    d = zeros(2*M+1,1); 

    d(1,1) = a(1,1); 

    d(2:2:2*M,1) = -q(1,2:M+1).'; % these 2 lines changed after niclas 

    d(3:2:2*M+1,1) = -e(1,2:M+1).'; % ... 

 

    % build up A and B vectors (index shift: 2) 

    %   - now make into matrices, one row for each time 

    A = zeros(2*M+2,nt); 

    B = zeros(2*M+2,nt); 

    A(2,:) = d(1,1)*ones(1,nt); 

    B(1:2,:) = ones(2,nt); 

    z = exp(i*pi*t'/T);         % row vector 

    % after niclas back to the paper (not: z = exp(-i*pi*t/T)) !!! 

    for n = 3:2*M+2, 

      A(n,:) = A(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*A(n-2,:);  % different 

index 

      B(n,:) = B(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*B(n-2,:);  %  shift for d! 

    end 

 

    % double acceleration 

    h2M = .5 * ( ones(1,nt) + ( d(2*M,1)-d(2*M+1,1) )*ones(1,nt).*z ); 

    R2Mz = -h2M.*(ones(1,nt) - ... 

        (ones(1,nt)+d(2*M+1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z/(h2M).^2).^.5); 

    A(2*M+2,:) = A(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* A(2*M,:); 

    B(2*M+2,:) = B(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* B(2*M,:); 
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    % inversion, vectorized for times, make result a column vector 

    fpiece = ( 1/T * exp(gamma*t') .* real(A(2*M+2,:)./B(2*M+2,:)) )'; 

    f = [f; fpiece];                    % put pieces together 

 

  end % if not empty time piece 

 

end % loop through time vector pieces 

end 

 

%Original properties 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

function F = identity(s); 

global R1_cyl 

global R2_cyl 

global R3_cyl 

global a1_cyl 

global a2_cyl 

global lambda1_cyl 

global lambda2_cyl 

global length_cyl 

global Resist1_cyl 

global area_cyl 

global h_convect 

global Q0 

 

alpha11_cyl=R1_cyl.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl);%alpha1 for probe (material 1) 

alpha21_cyl=R2_cyl.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl);%alpha2 for probe (material 1) 

 

alpha12_cyl=R2_cyl.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl);%alpha1 for sample (material 2) 

alpha22_cyl=R3_cyl.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl);%alpha2 for sample (material 2) 

 

A_material1=alpha21_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl))); 

B_material1=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl.*length_cyl)).*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl).*b

esselk(0,alpha11_cyl))-(besseli(0,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl))); 

C_material1=2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl.*length_cyl.*alpha11_cyl.*alpha21_cyl.*((besse

li(1,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl))-

(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl))); 
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D_material1=alpha11_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl))); 

 

A_resistance1=1; 

B_resistance1= Resist1_cyl; 

C_resistance1=0; 

D_resistance1=1; 

 

A_material2=alpha22_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl))); 

B_material2=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl.*length_cyl)).*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl).*b

esselk(0,alpha12_cyl))-(besseli(0,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl))); 

C_material2=2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl.*length_cyl.*alpha12_cyl.*alpha22_cyl.*((besse

li(1,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl))-

(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl))); 

D_material2=alpha12_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl))); 

 

A_convection=1; 

B_convection=0; 

C_convection=h_convect*area_cyl; 

D_convection=1; 

 

F=(Q0).*((A_material2.*A_material1)+(C_material2.*B_resistance1.*A_material1)

+(C_material2.*B_material1)+(C_convection.*A_material1.*B_material2)+(C_convection.

*D_material2.*B_resistance1.*A_material1)+(C_convection.*D_material2.*B_material1))

./(s.*((A_material2.*C_material1)+(C_material2.*B_resistance1.*C_material1)+(C_mate

rial2.*D_material1)+(C_convection.*B_material2.*C_material1)+(C_convection.*D_mater

ial2.*B_resistance1.*C_material1)+(C_convection.*D_material2.*D_material1))); 

end 

 

 

%5% change from original properties 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

function F = identity_high(s); 

global R1_cyl_high 

global R2_cyl_high 

global R3_cyl_high 

global a1_cyl_high 

global a2_cyl_high 
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global lambda1_cyl_high 

global lambda2_cyl_high 

global length_cyl_high 

global Resist1_cyl_high 

global area_cyl_high 

global h_convect_high 

global Q0_high 

 

alpha11_cyl_high=R1_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl_high);%alpha1 for probe (material 

1) 

alpha21_cyl_high=R2_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl_high);%alpha2 for probe (material 

1) 

 

alpha12_cyl_high=R2_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl_high);%alpha1 for sample 

(material 2) 

alpha22_cyl_high=R3_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl_high);%alpha2 for sample 

(material 2) 

 

A_material1_high=alpha21_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha21_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl_high))); 

B_material1_high=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high)).*((besseli(0,

alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl_high))-

(besseli(0,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

C_material1_high=2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high.*alpha11_cyl_high.*

alpha21_cyl_high.*((besseli(1,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl_high))-

(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

D_material1_high=alpha11_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha11_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

 

A_resistance1_high=1; 

B_resistance1_high= Resist1_cyl_high; 

C_resistance1_high=0; 

D_resistance1_high=1; 

 

A_material2_high=alpha22_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha22_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl_high))); 

B_material2_high=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high)).*((besseli(0,

alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl_high))-

(besseli(0,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl_high))); 
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C_material2_high=2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high.*alpha12_cyl_high.*

alpha22_cyl_high.*((besseli(1,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl_high))-

(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl_high))); 

D_material2_high=alpha12_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha12_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl_high))); 

 

A_convection_high=1; 

B_convection_high=0; 

C_convection_high=h_convect_high*area_cyl_high; 

D_convection_high=1; 

 

F=(Q0_high).*((A_material2_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_resis

tance1_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_material1_high)+(C_convection_h

igh.*A_material1_high.*B_material2_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_re

sistance1_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_material1

_high))./(s.*((A_material2_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_resistance1

_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*D_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*B

_material2_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_resistan

ce1_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*D_material1_high)

)); 

end 
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B.2 Parameter Sensitivity Study 

%Transient, multilayered analytic model using the quadrupoles method 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

%Determine temperature v. time of needle probe 

clear all; 

clc; 

 

%Original properties 

%Global variables 

global R1_cyl 

global R2_cyl 

global R3_cyl 

global a1_cyl 

global a2_cyl 

global lambda1_cyl 

global lambda2_cyl 

global length_cyl 

global Resist1_cyl 

global area_cyl 

global h_convect 

global Q0 

 

R1_cyl= 0.000447;%inner probe radius [m] 

R2_cyl= 0.001;%outer probe radius/inner sample radius [m] 

R3_cyl= 0.02;%outer sample radius [m] 

a1_cyl= 1.37e-5;%thermal diffusivity of probe [m^2/s] 

a2_cyl= 6.2e-7;%thermal diffusivity of sample [m^2/s] 

lambda1_cyl= 42;%thermal conductivity of probe [W/mK] 

lambda2_cyl= 2.5;%thermal conductivity of sample [W/mK] 

length_cyl=0.2;%length of probe [m] 

Resist1_cyl=1;%thermal contact resistance [Km^2/W] 

area_cyl=2*pi*R3_cyl*length_cyl;%outer sample surface area [m^2] 

h_convect=10;%convection coefficient [W/m^2K] 

Q0=10;%power [W] 

 

%5% change from original properties 

%Global variables 

global R1_cyl_high 

global R2_cyl_high 

global R3_cyl_high 

global a1_cyl_high 
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global a2_cyl_high 

global lambda1_cyl_high 

global lambda2_cyl_high 

global length_cyl_high 

global Resist1_cyl_high 

global area_cyl_high 

global h_convect_high 

global Q0_high 

 

R1_cyl_high= 0.000447;%inner probe radius [m] 

R2_cyl_high= 0.001;%outer probe radius/inner sample radius [m] 

R3_cyl_high= 0.02;%outer sample radius [m] 

a1_cyl_high= 1.37e-5;%thermal diffusivity of probe [m^2/s] 

a2_cyl_high= 6.2e-7;%thermal diffusivity of sample [m^2/s] 

lambda1_cyl_high=42;%thermal conductivity of probe [W/mK] 

lambda2_cyl_high= 2.5;%thermal conductivity of sample [W/mK] 

length_cyl_high=0.2;%length of probe [m] 

Resist1_cyl_high=1;%thermal contact resistance [Km^2/W] 

area_cyl_high=2*pi*R3_cyl*length_cyl;%outer sample surface area [m^2] 

h_convect_high=10;%convection coefficient [W/m^2K] 

Q0_high=10;%power [W] 

 

t_step=0.1;%time increment 

t_start=0.1;%initial time 

t_final=10000;%final time 

S_final=round(((t_final-t_start)/t_step)+1);%# of time elements 

 

%Based on original properties 

t=[t_start:t_step:t_final]';%time matrix 

f=invlap('identity',t,0,1e-9);%calculate the Laplace inverse 

%transform of the function using "Identity.m" over t. 

%See Invlap.m for other defn's. 

dy = diff(f(:))./diff(log(t(:)));%derivative of Temp. v. time curve 

 

%Based on 5% change from original properties 

f_high=invlap('identity_high',t,0,1e-9);%calculate the Laplace inverse 

%transform of the function using "Identity.m" over t. 

%See Invlap.m for other defn's. 

dy_high = diff(f_high(:))./diff(log(t(:)));%derivative of Temp. v. time curve 

 

%Determine known thermal conductivity and +/- 5% range 
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%using traditional slope method 

initial_S=1; 

S_actual=zeros(S_final,1); 

S_low=zeros(S_final,1); 

S_high=zeros(S_final,1); 

for S_initial=1:S_final; 

S_actual(S_initial,:)=Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl); 

S_low(S_initial,:)=(Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl))*.95; 

S_high(S_initial,:)=(Q0/(4*pi*length_cyl*lambda2_cyl))*1.05; 

end 

 

%Determining sensitivity change 

delta_h_high=(dy_high-dy); 

sensitivity_h_high=delta_h_high./dy_high*100; 

 

%Graph sensitivity change 

figure (3) 

plot(t(2:end),sensitivity_h_high) 

hold on 

set(gca, 'XScale','log'); 

xlabel('Time (s)'); 

ylabel('delta(r3)/r3 (%)'); 

title('Sensitivity plot','FontWeight','bold'); 

 

%%%%%%%% INVLAP  numerical inverse Laplace transform  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% f = invlap(F, t, alpha, tol, P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9); 

% 

% F       laplace-space function (string refering to an m-file), 

%           must have form F(s, P1,..,P9), where s is the Laplace parameter, 

%           and return column vector as result 

% t       column vector of times for which real-space function values are 

%           sought 

% alpha   largest pole of F (default zero) 

% tol     numerical tolerance of approaching pole (default 1e-9) 

% P1-P9   optional parameters to be passed on to F 

% f       vector of real-space values f(t) 

% 

% example: identity function in Laplace space: 

%   function F = identity(s);                    % save these two lines 
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%            F = 1./(s.^2);                      % ...  as "identity.m" 

%   invlap('identity', [1;2;3])                  % gives [1;2;3] 

% 

% algorithm: de Hoog et al's quotient difference method with accelerated 

%   convergence for the continued fraction expansion 

%   [de Hoog, F. R., Knight, J. H., and Stokes, A. N. (1982). An improved 

%    method for numerical inversion of Laplace transforms. S.I.A.M. J. Sci. 

%    and Stat. Comput., 3, 357-366.] 

% Modification: The time vector is split in segments of equal magnitude 

%   which are inverted individually. This gives a better overall accuracy. 

 

%  details: de Hoog et al's algorithm f4 with modifications (T->2*T and 

%    introduction of tol). Corrected error in formulation of z. 

% 

%  Copyright: Karl Hollenbeck 

%             Department of Hydrodynamics and Water Resources 

%             Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby 

%             email: karl@isv16.isva.dtu.dk 

%  22 Nov 1996, MATLAB 5 version 27 Jun 1997 updated 1 Oct 1998 

%  IF YOU PUBLISH WORK BENEFITING FROM THIS M-FILE, PLEASE CITE IT AS: 

%    Hollenbeck, K. J. (1998) INVLAP.M: A matlab function for numerical 

%    inversion of Laplace transforms by the de Hoog algorithm, 

%    http://www.isva.dtu.dk/staff/karl/invlap.htm 

 

function f = invlap(F, t, alpha, tol, P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9); 

 

if nargin <= 2, 

  alpha = 0; 

elseif isempty(alpha), 

  alpha = 0; 

end 

if nargin <= 3, 

  tol = 1e-9; 

elseif isempty(tol), 

  tol = 1e-9; 

end 

f = []; 

 

% split up t vector in pieces of same order of magnitude, invert one piece 

%   at a time. simultaneous inversion for times covering several orders of 
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%   magnitudes gives inaccurate results for the small times. 

 

allt = t;                               % save full times vector 

logallt = log10(allt); 

iminlogallt = floor(min(logallt)); 

imaxlogallt = ceil(max(logallt)); 

for ilogt = iminlogallt:imaxlogallt,    % loop through all pieces 

 

  t = allt(find((logallt>=ilogt) & (logallt<(ilogt+1)))); 

  if ~isempty(t),                       % maybe no elements in that magnitude 

 

    T = max(t)*2; 

    gamma = alpha-log(tol)/(2*T); 

    % NOTE: The correction alpha -> alpha-log(tol)/(2*T) is not in de Hoog's 

    %   paper, but in Mathematica's Mathsource (NLapInv.m) implementation of 

    %   inverse transforms 

    nt = length(t); 

    M = 20; 

    run = [0:1:2*M]';    % so there are 2M+1 terms in Fourier series 

expansion 

 

    % find F argument, call F with it, get 'a' coefficients in power series 

    s = gamma + i*pi*run/T; 

    command = ['a = ' F '(s']; 

    if nargin > 4,                      % pass on parameters 

      for iarg = 1:nargin-4, 

            command = [command ',P' int2str(iarg)]; 

      end 

    end 

    command = [command ');']; 

    eval(command); 

    a(1) = a(1)/2;                      % zero term is halved 

 

    % build up e and q tables. superscript is now row index, subscript column 

    %   CAREFUL: paper uses null index, so all indeces are shifted by 1 here 

    e = zeros(2*M+1, M+1); 

    q = zeros(2*M  , M+1);              % column 0 (here: 1) does not exist 

    e(:,1) = zeros(2*M+1,1); 

    q(:,2) = a(2:2*M+1,1)./a(1:2*M,1); 

    for r = 2:M+1,                      % step through columns (called r...) 
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      e(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) = ... 

          q(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r) - q(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) + e(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r-1); 

      if r<M+1,                         % one column fewer for q 

        rq = r+1; 

        q(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq) = ... 

         q(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1).*e(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1)./e(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq-

1); 

      end 

    end 

 

    % build up d vector (index shift: 1) 

    d = zeros(2*M+1,1); 

    d(1,1) = a(1,1); 

    d(2:2:2*M,1) = -q(1,2:M+1).'; % these 2 lines changed after niclas 

    d(3:2:2*M+1,1) = -e(1,2:M+1).'; % ... 

 

    % build up A and B vectors (index shift: 2) 

    %   - now make into matrices, one row for each time 

    A = zeros(2*M+2,nt); 

    B = zeros(2*M+2,nt); 

    A(2,:) = d(1,1)*ones(1,nt); 

    B(1:2,:) = ones(2,nt); 

    z = exp(i*pi*t'/T);         % row vector 

    % after niclas back to the paper (not: z = exp(-i*pi*t/T)) !!! 

    for n = 3:2*M+2, 

      A(n,:) = A(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*A(n-2,:);  % different 

index 

      B(n,:) = B(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*B(n-2,:);  %  shift for d! 

    end 

 

    % double acceleration 

    h2M = .5 * ( ones(1,nt) + ( d(2*M,1)-d(2*M+1,1) )*ones(1,nt).*z ); 

    R2Mz = -h2M.*(ones(1,nt) - ... 

        (ones(1,nt)+d(2*M+1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z/(h2M).^2).^.5); 

    A(2*M+2,:) = A(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* A(2*M,:); 

    B(2*M+2,:) = B(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* B(2*M,:); 

 

    % inversion, vectorized for times, make result a column vector 

    fpiece = ( 1/T * exp(gamma*t') .* real(A(2*M+2,:)./B(2*M+2,:)) )'; 

    f = [f; fpiece];                    % put pieces together 
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  end % if not empty time piece 

 

end % loop through time vector pieces 

end 

 

%Original properties 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

function F = identity(s); 

global R1_cyl 

global R2_cyl 

global R3_cyl 

global a1_cyl 

global a2_cyl 

global lambda1_cyl 

global lambda2_cyl 

global length_cyl 

global Resist1_cyl 

global area_cyl 

global h_convect 

global Q0 

 

alpha11_cyl=R1_cyl.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl);%alpha1 for probe (material 1) 

alpha21_cyl=R2_cyl.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl);%alpha2 for probe (material 1) 

 

alpha12_cyl=R2_cyl.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl);%alpha1 for sample (material 2) 

alpha22_cyl=R3_cyl.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl);%alpha2 for sample (material 2) 

 

A_material1=alpha21_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl))); 

B_material1=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl.*length_cyl)).*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl).*b

esselk(0,alpha11_cyl))-(besseli(0,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl))); 

C_material1=2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl.*length_cyl.*alpha11_cyl.*alpha21_cyl.*((besse

li(1,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl))-

(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl))); 

D_material1=alpha11_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha11_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl))); 

 

A_resistance1=1; 

B_resistance1= Resist1_cyl; 
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C_resistance1=0; 

D_resistance1=1; 

 

A_material2=alpha22_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl))); 

B_material2=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl.*length_cyl)).*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl).*b

esselk(0,alpha12_cyl))-(besseli(0,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl))); 

C_material2=2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl.*length_cyl.*alpha12_cyl.*alpha22_cyl.*((besse

li(1,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl))-

(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl))); 

D_material2=alpha12_cyl.*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl))+(b

esseli(1,alpha12_cyl).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl))); 

 

A_convection=1; 

B_convection=0; 

C_convection=h_convect*area_cyl; 

D_convection=1; 

 

F=(Q0).*((A_material2.*A_material1)+(C_material2.*B_resistance1.*A_material1)

+(C_material2.*B_material1)+(C_convection.*A_material1.*B_material2)+(C_convection.

*D_material2.*B_resistance1.*A_material1)+(C_convection.*D_material2.*B_material1))

./(s.*((A_material2.*C_material1)+(C_material2.*B_resistance1.*C_material1)+(C_mate

rial2.*D_material1)+(C_convection.*B_material2.*C_material1)+(C_convection.*D_mater

ial2.*B_resistance1.*C_material1)+(C_convection.*D_material2.*D_material1))); 

end 

 

 

%5% change from original properties 

%Needle probe - Thermal contact resistance - Sample - Convection 

function F = identity_high(s); 

global R1_cyl_high 

global R2_cyl_high 

global R3_cyl_high 

global a1_cyl_high 

global a2_cyl_high 

global lambda1_cyl_high 

global lambda2_cyl_high 

global length_cyl_high 

global Resist1_cyl_high 

global area_cyl_high 
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global h_convect_high 

global Q0_high 

 

alpha11_cyl_high=R1_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl_high);%alpha1 for probe (material 

1) 

alpha21_cyl_high=R2_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a1_cyl_high);%alpha2 for probe (material 

1) 

 

alpha12_cyl_high=R2_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl_high);%alpha1 for sample 

(material 2) 

alpha22_cyl_high=R3_cyl_high.*sqrt(s/a2_cyl_high);%alpha2 for sample 

(material 2) 

 

A_material1_high=alpha21_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha21_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl_high))); 

B_material1_high=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high)).*((besseli(0,

alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha11_cyl_high))-

(besseli(0,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

C_material1_high=2.*pi.*lambda1_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high.*alpha11_cyl_high.*

alpha21_cyl_high.*((besseli(1,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha11_cyl_high))-

(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

D_material1_high=alpha11_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha21_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha11_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha11_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha21_cyl_high))); 

 

A_resistance1_high=1; 

B_resistance1_high= Resist1_cyl_high; 

C_resistance1_high=0; 

D_resistance1_high=1; 

 

A_material2_high=alpha22_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha22_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl_high))); 

B_material2_high=(1/(2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high)).*((besseli(0,

alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha12_cyl_high))-

(besseli(0,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl_high))); 

C_material2_high=2.*pi.*lambda2_cyl_high.*length_cyl_high.*alpha12_cyl_high.*

alpha22_cyl_high.*((besseli(1,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha12_cyl_high))-

(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(1,alpha22_cyl_high))); 

D_material2_high=alpha12_cyl_high.*((besseli(0,alpha22_cyl_high).*besselk(1,a

lpha12_cyl_high))+(besseli(1,alpha12_cyl_high).*besselk(0,alpha22_cyl_high))); 
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A_convection_high=1; 

B_convection_high=0; 

C_convection_high=h_convect_high*area_cyl_high; 

D_convection_high=1; 

 

F=(Q0_high).*((A_material2_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_resis

tance1_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_material1_high)+(C_convection_h

igh.*A_material1_high.*B_material2_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_re

sistance1_high.*A_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_material1

_high))./(s.*((A_material2_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*B_resistance1

_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_material2_high.*D_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*B

_material2_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*B_resistan

ce1_high.*C_material1_high)+(C_convection_high.*D_material2_high.*D_material1_high)

)); 

end 

 

 


